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Chapter I 
Biographical. Sketch 
Gerard Manley Hopkins 1 reputation as a poet has been al.moat 
wholly posthumous. He did not "arrive" in a critical 1va:y until 
the l930's when interest seemed to be centered more on the religious 
implications of his work than on the poetic. Today we a.re beginning 
to accept Hopkins as a major poet and to assess his virtues and 
liJllitations sanewhat more objectively. 
The questions which critics first asked about Hopkins, 
though controversial; were neither answerable nor pertinent. They 
inquired if Hopkins accepted the disciplines or his faith. Did 
Hopkins' life as a Jesuit, they d6llanded1 destroy the poet or enrich 
the poetry? c. Day Lawis1 m'iting in the~ Republic, 1935, said 
of him, "His religious vocation puts a 'Wall between his life 
and ours onJ.¥ reminiscent or the wall of a madhouse.n2 The .fol-
2John Pick, "Gerard Manley Hopldna," in The Victorian Poets, 
Frederic E. Faverty1 ed. (Cambridge, 1956), P• 2K 
lowing ~ar, John Goul.d Fletcher wrote, "To an artist of' Hopkins' 
sort, dogmatic theology 1 though it aa.y be of assistance in 
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first orientating and disciplining his mind, alw~ys ends by finally 
destroying it. Art, and perhaps more particularly poetry, is a 
heresy which ends in being more valuable to a man than any orthodoxy 
whatsoever. • • • 3 
These views were opposed by a. w. Stonier and F. R. Leavis. 
"Religion," Stonier wrote, 11 did not stifle the poet in Hopldns for 
without religion he would hardly have written many of his best pocms. 114 
hibid. 
And Leavis, one of the Kenyon critics, writing for publication during 
the centennial anniversary of Hopld.ns' birth, ea.lls him, 
the devotional poet of a dogmatic Christianity. 
His religious interests are bound up with the 
presence in his poetry of a vigour of mind that 
puts him in another poetic world from the other 
Victorians. It is a vitality of thought, a vigour 
of the thinking intelligence, that is at the same 
time a vitality of concreteness. The relation 
between this ldnd of poetic life and his religion 
manii'ests itself plainly in his addiction to Duns 
Scotus, whom •• • he significantly em.braced as his 
own philosopher.5 
5F. R. Leavis, "Metaphysical Isolation," in Gerard Mfili)ey 
Hopkins, ed. by the Kenyon Critics (Norfolk, Connecticut, 19 , 
P• l2l. 
Today we are more interested in Hopkins the poet than in 
Hopkins the Jesuit, and as a poet he is almost as elusive as his 
poetey. Outwardly he lived a quiet and peaceful life in England and 
Ireland, where he died at the age of forty-five virtual:cy unknown to 
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his generation aa a writer. His journal and bis letters provide us 
with a picture o! an intense inner life which goes far to explain 
his poetic achievement• 
He was born into a cultivated and artistic middle--class 
family of Anglicans. His father, Manley Hopkins, acted as consu1 
general in London for the Hawaiian Islanda durmg his son ts childhood 
years, and later was chief of a London £1:m of average adjusters. He 
was also :an amateur poet and author of several books, one on Hawaii, 
the others on marine insurance and other technical matters.6 His·mother, 
6meanor Ruggles, Gerard Me.nlez Hopkins (Uew York, 1944), 
PP• 15-18. 
Catherine Hopkins• a highly educated woman for her day, was interested 
in Geman philosophy, politics, and music, She was the daughter of a 
London surgeon, a fellow student and friend of K~ats.7 0£ his three 
7c1aude Collaer Abbott, ed., The Letters of Gerard Manlez 
Hopkins~ Robert Bridges (London, 19m, P• 51. -
sisters, one sketched, one played the piano, and one became an 
.Anglican nun. Three of his .f'our brothers were artists J tlYO drew 
professionally for Punch.a 
8Austin Warren, "Gerard Ma'lley Hopkins (1844-1889)" in Gerard 
Uanley Hopkins, ed. by The Kenyon Critics (Crnnecticut, 1944), pp. 1-2. 
Fran the time he was a youngster, Hopkins was a curious mixture 
of aesthete and ascetic. As a child he practiced salt-imposed tests 
of will power by denying himself such things as salt or all liquids for 
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varying lengths or time. He continued these practices as a ninoterul-
year-old undergraduate at Ox.ford. At t:tm~s he .t'orbade himself all 
puddings, tea, the comfort of armchairs. On Ash Wednesday and Good 
Friday, though never of robust health, ha permitted himself only bread 
and water. During Passion Week and on Fridays ha wrote no versa.9 
9Ruggles, p. 75. 
While at Oxford, Hop1dns met and was infl.uonced by Jowett, 
\'lalter Pater, Rusld.n, William Horris, and two leaders of the Anglo-
Catholic movement, Pusey and H. P. Liddon. During this time he sturted 
to keep two diuies,, one a secular and the other a spiritual record. 
Many of Hopldns• contemporaries were centrally concerned with religion, 
and three of his friends were received into the Catholic Church just before 
Hopkins had his interview with NEnvman. In October, 1866, Hopkins 
.followed them.10 Although he was firm in his convictions, the following 
10warren, 11 C-Grard Manley Hopkins (1844-1889), 11 PP• 2-4. 
letter to the ReYerend Dr. Jor.n H. Ne"\'f!D.:m,, dated October 15, 1866, 
reveals part of the emotio..~al cost. 
Very Reverend Father--I have been up at 
Oxford just long enough to have heard fr. my 
rather o.nd mother in retunl for my letter 
announcing 'I:J::f conversion. Their ansv:ers are. 
tGrrible. I cannot read them twice.. If you 
will pray for them and me just now i shall be 
deeply thankful.11 
llP1ck, !: E:op:d.i.'1S Reader (Hew York, 1953), P• 2.66. 
The next year, 1867, Hopkins_ left Oxford after achieving a 
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Double First in Greats (HllI!lanities) and Jawett•s esteem as one of the 
University•s finest Greek scholars. In a let.tar to Alexander Baillie 
dated Febru.a.ry 12, 186&, Hopkins teveo.ls his future pl2.ru3: 
I am expecting to take orders and soon, 
but wish it to be secret till it cmes about. 
Besides th.at it is the hnppieat and best Wa::f 
it practically is the only one. You know I 
once Tla:..'ltcd to be a painter. But even if I 
could I wd. not I think, nav, for the fact 
is thnt the high.Gr mid m:Jre attractive parts 
of the art put a strain upon the passions 
which I shd. think it unsafe to encounter. 
I want to urite still and :.is a priest I ve:ry 
likely can do that too, not so freely ~s I 
ahd. have liked, e. g. nothing or little in 
the verse wny, but no doubt what wd. best 
serve the cauoG o! V'..Y religion .. 12 
12Ibid.,, P• 222. 
In September of the same year, Hopklns entered the Jesuit 
novitiate at Manresa House :L.~ Roahmapton, just outside London, to 
begin ni1ne years of training. His first two years as a novice were 
given over to spiritual. training> especially through the use of the 
Spiritual Exercises. These Exercises,, formulD.ted by St. Ignatius, 
were to in!luence a11 Hopkins experienced, tilougl1t, and wrote. They 
influenced, too, his reactions to nature and beauty. The Exercises are 
preceded by an introduction which states the basic principles of the 
spiritual lif'a to which Hopkins devoted himself and which had a profound 
effect on him and on his art.l3 
13Pick, Gerard Manley Hopkins, Pries-I; ~ ~ (London, 19h2) 1 
PP• 26-27. 
Man was created to praise, reverence, and serve 
God, our Lord, and by this means to save his soul. 
And the other things on the face of the earth 
were created for ma.n's sake, and in order to aid him 
in the prosecution of the end for which he was 
created. 
Whence it follows, that man ought to make use 
of them just so far as they help him to attain his 
end, and ought to withdraw himself from them just so 
far as they hinder him. 
It is the ref ore necessary that we should make 
ourselves indifferent to all created things in all 
that is left to the liberty of our free will, and 
is not forbidden; in such sort that we do not for 
our own part wish for health rather than sickness, 
for wealth rather than poverty, for honour rather 
than dishonour, for a long life rather than a 
ahort one, and so in all other things, desiring 
and choosing only that which may lead us more 
directly to the end for which we were created.14 
14 ~._, P• 28. 
On these principles, Hopkins ordered his life from 1868, when 
he entered the Jesuit novitiate, until l.889, when he died. 
Unfortunately, from the period in which he entered the Society 
until the early months of 1877, only half a dozen letters wrl:t.ten to 
Robert Bridges are available. His correspondence with R. w. Dixon and 
with Coventry Patmore had not yet begun. Neither are there poems to 
mark this crucial period, for during the stlilliller be.fore his entrance 
into lJanrasa, Hopkins voluntarily bumed ill that he had written.15 
15 Ibid., P• 30. 
-
However, from his journal, or secular dinry,, we learn that in 1870 
after taking his .first vows, Hopkins started three years of philosophical 
studies at Stonyhurst, in the English Midlands. His description of 
the countryside shows not only a keen observation of detail, but alao 
a well-developed sense of hU1or. 
I will tell you something about this place. 
Perpetual winter smiles. In the first place we 
have the highest rainguage sic :in England, I 
believe. • • • Earl¥ in the year they told me 
there wd. be no spring such ao we understood it 
in the south. When I asked about M£W they told me 
they had hail in Ma.Y. 0£ June they told me it had 
one year been so cold that the procl3ssion could 
not be held on Corpus Christi. The country ia also 
very bare anc,i bleak •••• But nevertheless it is 
fine soeneey, great hills and •fells' lrlth noble 
outl:ine often, subject to charming effects of 
l1ght (though I am bound to D°'-Y that total obscu-
ration is the ca.:unonest effect of all), and three 
beautiful rivers. The clouds in particular are 
more interesting than in arr:r other place I have 
seen •. But they must be .full of soot, for the 
fleeces of the sheep are quite black with it. 
We also see the northern lights to advantage a.t 
times. There is good fishing for those who do 
not see that after bad~shing the next worst 
thing is good fishing. ·· 
l6Pick, f:. Hopkins Reader, PP• 223-224. 
In the same year, 1871, Hopkins nrote a letter to Bridges 
which aroused much passion in America during the thirties, but which 
has since come to ba regarded as the expression or a person sensitive 
to the economic facts of life rather thsn as a political dooumant. 
I must tell you I em always thinking of the 
Cammunibt future. The too intelligent artisan is 
master of the situation I believe. • • • However I 
am afraid some.great revolution is not far off. 
Ho?Ti.ble to say, in a manner I am a Communist. 
Their idea, bating some things, is nobler than that 
professed by any secular statesman I know of. • • • 
Besides it is just. -I do not mean the means of 
getting to it are. But it is a dreadi'ul thing for 
the greatest and most necessary part or a rich 
nation to live a hard life without dignity, lmwledge, 
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can.torts, delight or hopes in the midst of plenty-
which plenty they make. The profess that they do 
not care what they wreck and bum, the old civili-
sation and order must be destroyed. This is a 
dreadful lookout but what haa the old civilis~tion 
done for them? As it at present stands in F..ngland 
it is itself in great measure founded on wrecking. 
But they got none of the spoils, they came in for 
nothing but liam from it then and thereafter. 
Engl:nd has grown hugely wealthy but this wealth 
has not reached the 1'forldng classes; I expect it 
has made their condition worse. • • • The more 
I look the more black and deservedl.1 black the 
future looks .... • 11 
l 7 Abbott, ~ Letters 2,!'. Gerard !lanley Hopkins ~ Robert 
Bridges, pp. 27-28. 
After completing his studies at Stonyhurst, Hopkins returned to 
Manresa House to teach classics for a year and then was sent to St. 
Beuno•s College :in North Wales for an additional three yenrs of theo-
logical studies. While at St. Beuno•s, Hopkins mentions in a letter to 
Bridges that he hns tried to learn a little Welsh, but that it is one 
of the hardest of languages. It is here, too, that Hopkins started to 
write poetry once more. In l.B77 he was ordained and for four years 
served as a parish priest and preacher Rt Chesterfield; at the Farm 
Street Church in London; at Oxford; at .Bedford Leigh, a mill town and 
co~-mining center near ManchesterJ at Liverpool; and at Glasgow.18 
18warren, 11Ger~rcl Hanley Hopkins (1844-1889), 11 P• 5. 
Dnrmg this period Hopkins, who had always been concerned with 
Bridges' neglect of religion, offered some advice to hio iriend which 
gives us some measure of his own spiritual qualities md moral judgments. 
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January, 1879 
You understand or courae that I desire to see you 
a Catholic, or, if not that, a Christian or, if not 
that, at least a believer in the true God •••• But I 
have- another counsel open to no objection and yet I 
think it will be unexpected. I lay great stress on 
it. It is to give alms. It may be either in money 
or in other shapes, tho objects tor which, with your 
knowledge of several hospitals, ,can never be wanting. 
I daresay indeed you do give alms, still I should 
say give more: I should be bold to say give, up to 
the point of sensible inconvenience. • • • The difference 
of mind and being between tho man who i':lnds ccmfort 
all round him unbroken unless by constraints which 
are none of his own seeking and the i:.an who is 
pinched by his own charity is too great for fore-
casting, it must be felt: I do not say the di.t'fe?l-
ence between being pinched and being at one's ease, 
that one may easily conceive and most people know, 
willynill,y, by. experience, but the difference between 
paying heavily for a virtue and not paying at all. 
It changes the whole man, if aeything canJ not his 
mind only but the will and everything. • • • I am navr 
talking pure sense, as you must see. Now you mtr:f 
have done much good, but yet it may not be enouglu 
I will say, it is not enough. I say this, you l.lllder-
stand, on general grounds; I am not judging frcn 
particular knowledge, whioh I have no means to do 
and it '\1ould be very wrong and indiscreet. 
Jan 23-I .feel it is very bold, as it is uncalled 
for, of m to have written the above. Still, if we 
care £or fine verses hmvmuch more for a noble liresl9 
19Abbott, !!:!, Letters 2f. Gerard Manlez Hopldns .!!£Robert 
Bridges, P• 6o. 
It is at this time, too, in response to Bridges, who desired 
to see his work published, that Hopkins explains bis attitude toward 
his poetry. The growing oonO.ict between tbs priest and the poet is 
evident. 
If acme one in authority lmaw o£ my having some 
poems printable and suggested my doing it I shd. 
not refuse~ I should be partly, though not alto-
gether, glad. But this is very unljkely. All 
therefore that I think of doing is to keep my verses 
together in one plac~ ••• that1 if anyone shd. like, 
they might be publlsh~d after 1!I:f death. • • • I cannot 
in conscience spend t:llie on poetry, neither hava 
I the inducements and inspirations that make othors 
compoae.20 . 
1879 
To Dixon, in 1881, he enlarges on this theme after re-entering 
r,1a.nroaa House for his ninth and final year of tra.:!ning. 
This I say: uzy vocation puts before me a 
standard so high that a higher oan be found nowhere 
else. The question then for me is not whether I am 
willing (if I may guess what is in your mind) to make 
a sacrifice of hopes of fame {let us suppose), but 
whether I am not to undergo a severe judgement fran 
God for the lothness I have shewn in oaking it, for 
the reserves I may have in 'a:J heart made, for the 
backward glances I .have given with my hand upon the 
plough, for the waste of time the very OO!ilpoaitions 
you admire ~ have caused and their preoccupation 
of the mind which belonged to more oacred or more 
binding duries, for the disquiet and the thoughts 0£ 
vaing].017 they have given to. A purpose may 
look smooth and perfect fra:n without but be frayed 
and .faltering from within. I have never wavered in 
rrJ::f vocation, but I have not lived up to it. I 
destroyed the verse I had lfritten when I entered the 
Society a.'1d meant to write no more; the Deutschland 
I began ai'ter a long interval at the chance suggestion 
of 'r:r:f superior, but that being done it is a question 
whether I did well to write anything else. Hm1evcr 
I shnll, in my present mind, continue to com.pose, 
as occasion shall fair'.cy allow, which I am afraid will 
be selda:a and indeed for soo.e years past has been 
scarcely ever, and let what I produce wait and take 
its chance. • • • And to be sure if I chose to look 
at things on one side and not the other I could of 
course regret this bitterly. But there is more peace 
and it the holier lot to be unknown than to be known.21 
21Abbott, The Correspon.dence of Gerard Manlez Hopld.ns and 
Richard Watson Dixoo(Landon, 1935); p. aa. I -
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Hopldns returned a.gain to the subject of pover,ty, which 
depressed h.Un and weighed on his conscience. To Di..-::on he writes: 
11y Liverpool mid Glasgow ex-perience laid upon 
my iuind a conviction, a t~ crushing conviction, 
of the misery of town life to the poor nnd more than 
to the poor, of the misery of the poor in genaral, 
of the degradation even of our race, or the hollow-
ness of. this centu_7• s ci viliaation i it made even 
life a burden to me to have daily thrust upcn oe the 
things I saw.22 
22 Ibid., P• 97. 
-
After his Second !Iovitiate, his superiors evidently decided 
that Hopkins' future usefulness to the Order l~y in teaching. After 
two years ns instructor in Latin nnd Greek at Stonyhurst, he waa 
appointed in l.884 to the chair of classics at University College, 
Dublin. This position as Fell0\1 required Hopkins to mal{e out,, carrect, 
and grade se1rlannlli.U examinations in Greek for all degree candidates. 
The effort to be scrupulously just pl~ced too great a strain on 
Hopkins E!Ild led to hia physical and psychological deterioration. In 
1889 he died of typhoid fever.23 
23wa:rren, 11 Cerard Munley .Hopkins (1844-1889),n p. 8. 
Neither as teacher nor as parish priest could Hopkins be 
cal.led successful. As a classical lecturer he was unsuccessful. in 
drawing or holding a.~ audience. As a priest, Hopkins ~as given the 
opportunity to find himsGli' in the fashionable Fam Street Church, in 
intollectu.a.J. Oxford, in industrial Liverpool, and in Glasgow. Though 
more at ease with his norking-class parishioners, he was not able to 
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reach that degree of rapport with people, necessary to his calling. 
To sa:ie extent Felix: Randall and Harry Ploughman are idealized ~nd 
imaginative re-creations of workmen he had kno1nl, but they are far 
.from a..'ly type known in Victorian England. 
But teacher :a.."1d parish priest were only two of Hopkins' lives. 
He was also a scholar, a student of music, and a poet. As a scholar, 
he emborked on a study of ~~'elsh ·while at St. Beuno' s, but only after 
much soul-searching and a certain spiritual adjustment, since it was 
for his criil philologic~ pleasure rather than for the glory of the 
Church. Ile also &tarted, but did not cauplete, vnrious technical 
p:.ipers, including a commentary on st. Ignatius,, a "lirefitise on the 
Sacri!ice, a new edition of St. Pntrick' s Confessions, nnd a paper on 
Dorian and Aeolian oeasures or rhythms. His concern Yd. th music was 
curious :rr,d characteristic. Althou~ he had only the sketchiest 
training in violin and had never l<:roned to play the piano properly, 
. . 
in his Dublin days under the Llost severe pressures he began to teach 
himself hannany and counterpoint, and he begnn to compose in eamest.24 
24Ibid., PP• 8-10. 
It is, however, as a poet, that we are most concerned with 
Hopkins. '.'ihile still a schoolboy at Hiehcc.:te, Hopkins wrot.e acme 
talented poems after the manner of Keats. The mof>t notable of these 
was his ttA Vision of the t.iermaids. n At Oxford he felt the influence 
of the P..ossettis and the Pre-Raphaelites. In 1875, when Hopkins began, 
to write again, it was apparent that his poetry was utterly original. in 
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style, in rhythm, and in diction. In 1877 he began to send his poems 
to his old Oxford. friend, Robert Bridges, and the following year he 
initiated a correspondence with the Anglican priest, church historian 
and poet, R. w. Dixon. His letters to these men and to Coventry Patmore 
help to clarify his work. 
The "terrible sonnets" are the source of many of the questions 
concezning Hopkins' spiritual life. These sonnets, received by Bridges 
ai'ter Hopkins' death, describe the mental suffering and spiritual 
breakdown or· a man torn by doubt. i\hether they are the revelation 
or atheistic doubt, cries or despair during a period of spiritual dry-
ness, or a sign of physical and mental debilitation may become clearer 
during a study of the poem.a in question. Austin Warren concludes that 
Hopkins• constant tension, the conflict between his desire to· be an 
artist and his desire to be a saint, was necessary to his achievement as 
a poet. Neither Catholicism nor the Jesuit order crippled Hopld.ns. 
The Jesuits did not ask him to burn his poetry; nor did they forbid him 
to write or publish. These were part 0£ Hopkins• own personal patteni 
of denial. Undoubtedly his Dublin years, with their periods of ill 
health, mental fatigue, depression, and heavy work amid uncongenial 
surroundings were immediately responsible for hie mental and physical 
breakdom, but on Hopkins' mm nature, with its awful blend of the sen-
suous and the austere, one must put the ultimate responsibility for 
the final disintegration of the man end poet.25 
25 , I. Ibid., PP• ll•.&.q• 
-
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Chapter II 
Publication 
Robert Bridges, Richard Watson Dixon, and Coventry Patmore were 
the chief critics of Hopkins 1 poetry during hie lifetime. To these 
three triends, Hopkins sent his poetry for criticism, encouragement, 
and understanding. Dixon read his poems with "delight, astonishment, 
and admiration. nl He went so far as to assert that "The Wreck of the 
1Pick, "Gerard Manley Hopkins," P• 201. 
Deutechland11 was a test for all other poems. Patmore chose as best 
those poems which were the least typical of Hopkins, but which were 
the most nearly ordinary and usual. Robert Bridges,-the most important 
or the three, was extremely discouraging. He felt that the sprung 
rhythm of ''The Wreck of the Deutschland11 was "presumptious' £~] jugglery. 112 
This poem and "The Loss of the Eueydice, 11 which were sent by Hopkins 
to the Jesuit publication, .'.!'.!!!, Month, were rejected. Later efforts at , 
publication by Dixon failed. Finally in 1893 Bridges was able to persuade 
A. H. Miles to include Hopkins in an anthology Poets !!!2. Poetrz of !h!, 
XIXth Centu:z1 and he hi;Jnself wrote the :introduction to the eleven poems 
printed. Although Abbott considers that the selection gives a fair 
idea of the poet•a range and worth, only two or the poems, "The Habit 
or Perfection" and "The Starlight Night" are usually found in antholo-
gies today. Father Joseph Keating wrote a favorable account of the 
poet in a series he dld for The Month which was printed in July, August, 
- ' 
and September, 19091 and entitled, "Impressions of Father Gerard 
Hopkins, s. J." In 1915 Bridges printed seven pieces in his Spirit 
of Man, including the first stanza of "The Wreck of the Deutschland." 
-- ' 
The success and sale of this anthology, both in England and America, led 
him in 1918 to publish his friend's work. Only 750 copies were printed; 
50 were given mrayJ 180 sold in the first year; 240 ;in the second yearJ 
then an average of 30 a year for six years, until. 1927 1 when 90 copies 
were sold. The last four copies were sold in 1928, ten years after 
publication.3 
3Abbott, :!'.!!! Letters ~ Gerard Manley Hopkins ]2 Robert Bridges, 
pp. xix-xx. 
In his preface to the small volume, Bridges, who was then poet 
laureate, disclosed hi:i opinion of his friend's poetry. He hoped that 
readers would search out the "rare masterly beauties that distinguish 
his lf'Ork. 114 The word ttrare," it !tight be noted, is ambiguous as it is 
4Pick, "Gerard Manley Hopkins," P• 203. 
used here, perhaps deliberately eo, for then Bridges proceeded to 
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enumerate the many faults he !otm.d in the poetry. Under faults of 
· taste, he listed "affectation in metaphor, 11 "perversion of human feeling," 
or the effort to force emotions into theological channels, and the 
presence ot sensualism and asceticism in a poem such as "Golden Echo. 115 
,lbid. 
-
Bridges also deplored the rude shooks of Hopkins' purely "artistic 
wantonness." These shocks included "oddity and obscurity, 0 which were 
due to the habitual OOlission of necessary words, and to the ambiguity 
resulting from condensation of thought. Bridges did not hesitate to 
call the rhymes "repellant," 11appalllng,n and "i'reaks. 116 
6Ibid., PP• 203-204. 
- ' 
Hopkins had written to Bridgea·conceming his poetry, "Ii' you 
do not like it, it is because there is something you have not seen and 
I see • • • and if the whole world agreed to condemn it or see nothing 
in it I should only tell them to take a generation and came to me again.n7 
7Ibid., P• 104. 
·-
After the first edition was printed, it was the imagists and writers of 
free verse who were among the .tew that welcomed the new poetry. The 
reviews of those days wer.e mixeda critics praised and blamed Bridges 
for his part; in the publication. Sane :f'elt the poetry was too theo-
logicalJ soma, that ille was too short to try to tmderatand sprung 
rhythm, that the metrical effects were unrewarding, and that they 
-11-
"produced the effect almost of idiocy.n8 Others were as vehement in 
8!bid., P• 206. 
its defense, calling the poetry "most sensitive" and the poet "without 
equal as a metriat."9 
During the 1920' s, sane of the poetr:r was reprinted in antholo-
gies of contemporary poetry. The most :important end influential criti-
cism of Hopkins started With an article in 1926 by I. A. Richards in 
~and with the publication of Seven Types 2£ Ambiguity, by William 
Empson, in 1930. Richards initiated a close study and critical exami• 
nation of the poems, while &tpson opened up fertile territo:cy for 
ambiguity seekers, symbolists, and amateur psychiatrists. 
During the l930 1s a second edition or poems came out, along with 
a study of Hopkins and his art. The second edition, which went through 
a dozen printings, contained an enthusiastic and sympathetic preface by 
Charles Williams. It is the one used for this paper. The Times Literary 
Supplement called Hopkins "a true genius," ttone of the major poets," and 
"the most origmal or the poets of the nineteenth century.1110 Sir 
10 Ibid., P• 208. 
-
Herbert Read in 1933 wrote that "nothing could have made Hopkins' 
poetry popular in his days it was necessary that it should first be ab-
sorbed by the sensibility of a new generation of poets • • • no 
-18-
influence whatsoever is so potent for the future 0£ F.nglish poetry. 11ll 
llibid., P• 210. 
-
In America~ J4alcolm Cowley said, "He has more to teach the poets or 
· today than either Tennyson or Browning.n12 And F. R. Leavis, in defending 
12 08 ~., P• 2 • 
Hopkins• style calls him "one of the most remarkable technical inventors 
who ever wrote,, and he was a major poet. • • • He is likely to prove, 
for our time and the future, the only influential poet or the Victorian 
age and he seems to me the greatest. • • • What Dr. Bridges calls 
'blemishes' are essential to Hopkins' aim and achievement. 1113 Leavis 
13Ibid., P• 211. 
considered Hopkins a master in exploiting the resources and potentiali-
ties of English as a living language. c. Day Lewis calla sprung rhythm. 
"one of the best gifts to posterity" and Hopkins "a true revolutionar.r 
poet."14 
The l930•s also smr the publication of the correspondence of 
Hopld.ns with Bridges, Watson, and Patmore, and the publication of.!!!! 
Note-Books~ Papers .2! Gerard Manley Hopkins edited by Humphcy House. 
In addition to many articles of praise, these publications helped to 
increase Hopkins• reputation considerably by their honeaty·and intensity 
ot conviction. They offered, too, adequate explanations of his prosody, 
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literary methods, and insight into the character and diversity of interests 
of the tmthor. 
During the l940*s F. o. Matthiessen canpared the work of Hopkins 
and Whitman. The issue of communism, which his correspondence with 
Bridges revealed, was more fully explored, as well as certain Freudian 
symptoms of a religious and sexual nature. The centenary year of 
Hopkins• birth was celebrated with the appearance of nearly a hundred 
articles and reviews in the major periodicals. It also brought f'orth 
a work by w. H. Gardner entitled Gerard Manlei Hopkins (1884-1889) a 
! Stugz .2£ Poetic Idioaz!!cracz !2, Relation .:!:.2 Poetic Traditi6n. Volume I 
appeared in 1944 in England, and in 1948 in America; Volume II appeared 
in both countries in 1949. It is considered the definitive work on 
Hopld.ne' basic contribution to poetry. 
Since World War II, translations and criticisms of the poetry 
have appeared in mazv foreign countries including France, Gemany, 
Spain, and India.is 
15Ibid.1 PP• 216-227. 
-
Since the first publication L1 1918 of Hopldns' work, contem-
porary readers expect, as a matter of course, to find the poems in• 
eluded in sny complete anthology ot Victorian poetry. _It is a tribute 
to Hopkins that his poetry is found in anthologies of modem poetry 
just as often. 
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Chapter III 
Sprung Rhythm 
The disparate and confiicting elements of' Hopkins• personality 
are ever.ywhere apparent in his poetry. On tha one hand he describes the 
simple beauties or natureJ on the other, he chooses a rigidly disciplined, 
highly intellectual ..... one might almost say mathematical -- system of 
expression. When he tries to explain his poetry, he is often contra-
dictory1 obscure, and unsound. 
The phrase "sprung rhythm." is at first particularly puzzling: 
Hopkins explains it in his preface to his poems, in letters to Bridges 
and Dixon, and in his notebooks. · 
Sprung Rhythm • • • is measured by feet or 
from one to four syllables, regularly, and for 
particular e.f'f ects on any number of weak or 
slack syllables m~ be used. It has one stress, 
which fal.ls on the o~ syllable, if there is 
only one, or, if' there are more, then scanning 
as above, on the first, and so gives rise to 
tour sorts of feet, a monosyllable and the so--
called accentual. Trochee, Dactyl, and the 
First Paeon.l 
laerard Manley Hopkins, "Author•s Pre!'ace" in Poems of Gerard 
Manley; Hopldns1 ed. Robert Bridges (London, 19.31), PP• .3=4. -
Concerning the nature and history of sprmig rhythm• Hopld.ns 
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goes on to say: 
Sprung Rhythm is the most natural 0£ things. 
For (1) it is the rhythm of common speech and 
of written prose, when rhythm is perceived in · 
them. ( 2) It is the rhythm of all but the 
most monotonously regular music, so that in the 
words of choruses and refrains and in songs 
written closely to music it arises. (3) It 
is !o'Und in nursery rhymes, weather saws; and 
so on. • • • (4) It arises in canm.on verse 
when reversed or counterpointed, for the same 
reason. 
But nevertheless in spite of all this and 
though Greek and Latin lyric verse ., • • and 
the old English verse seen in Pierce Ploughman 
are in sprung rhythm; it has in £act ceased to 
be used since the Elizabethan·age, Greene being 
the last Jriter who can be said to have recog-
nized it. 
2Ibid. 1 PP• 5-6. 
-
It may help to clarify what Hopkins is getting at1 to quote 
from two of his letters to Dixon, who also had trouble understanding this 
new method. 
Oct. 5, 1878 
I had long had haunting my ear the echo of a 
new rhythm which now I realised on paper. To 
speak shortly_. it consists in scanning by, 
accents or stresses alone, without any account 
of the number or syllab1es, so that a foot may 
be one strong syllable or it may be many light 
and one strong. I do not say the idea is alto-
gether new; there are hints of it in music, in 
nurseey rhymes and pop-.ll.ar jingles, in t·he poets 
themselves, ·and sinee then, I have seen it 
talked about as a tlrlng possible ~critics. 
Here a.re,inst~es-;•Dillg, <jong, pe?-J.J ~ssy•s 
in ~he wetlJ ,Wlio put h~r ill?. , Little, Johnny / 
Thiil. Who pulled her out? Little Johnny Stout.' 
For if each line has three stresses or three 
feet it follows that some of the feet are of 
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, , , 
on' syllable Qnly• So too tOne, two, Buckle 'r1lY 
shoe• passim.J 
3Abbott, The Correspondence 0£ Gerard Manlel Hopkins and 
Richard Watson Dixon,. P• .14: - -
Jan. l.4, 1880 
The new prosodi 1 Sprung Rhythm, is really 
quite a.simple matter and as strict as the other 
rhythm. Bridges treats it in theory and practice 
as something informal and variable without any 
· limit but ear and taste, but this is not haw I 
look at it. • • • Its principle is that all 
rhythm and all verse consists of feet and eacb 
toot must contain one stress or verse-accent • • • 
even one stressed syllable make a toot and 
consequently two or more stresses may come run-
ning, which in canm.on rhythm can • • • never 
happen. • • • And al.so scan always as for rising 
rhythm • .. • in which the slack canes .first1 as 
in iambs and anapaests. 4 
1n connection with sprung rhythm, Hopldns uses two other terms 
which require a brief explanation. The first term., ttabrupt" rhythm, he 
defines tor Dixon in 1879. 
I shd. add that the word Sprung which I use for 
this rhythm means something like abrupt and 
applies by rights only where one stress .f oUovrs 
another running, without syllables between.5 
The seooiid term, which he calls "hangerstt or ••outrides,n he explains 
in his preface. 
Two licences are natural to Sprung Rhythm. 
The one is rests, as 1n music. • • • The other 
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is ••• outrides, that is one, two, or three 
slack syllables added to6a foot and not counting 
in the nominaJ. scanning. 
6tiopkins1 "Author's Preface," PP• 4:..S. 
To help bis readers, Hopkins also included with his poetry an 
elaborate system of notation, which he discusses in his preface. 
These outriding half feet or hangers are marked 
by a loop underneath them. • • • 
The other marks are easily understood, 
namely accents, where the reader might be in 
doubt which syllable should have the stressJ 
sl.urs1 that is loops over sylla.b1.es, to tie 
them together into the time of one; little 
loops at the end of a line to shew that the 
r~e goes on to the .first letter of the next 
line J what in music are called pauses {.) 1 to 
shew that the syllable should be dwelt on; 
and twirls l"V , to mark reversed or counter-
pointed :rhythm.7 
In a letter to Bridges, who was evidently unhappy about this 
new system, Hopkins defends his styles 
Aug. 211. 1877 
wey do I employ sprung rh;ythm at all? 
Because it is the nearest to the rh;ytbm of 
prose, that is the native am natural rlzythm 
of speech, the least i'orced1 the moat rhetori-
cal and mphatio 0£ all possible rbytl'mls.B 
8Abbott, !h! Letters 2£ Gerard Manlg Hopldns !2 Robert 
Bridges, p• 46. 
To sm up, the distinguishing features of sprung rhytb:n, then, 
are thesei (l) Stresses may occur together without intermediate 
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unstressed syllables. (2) The :rhythm is to be measured in feet ot one 
to four syllables, though .the unstressed syllables may be unlimited. 
· .<3) The stl'ess falls on the only syllable of a one-syllable word, or 
on the first syllable.of a polysyllabic word. (4) Any seeming inequallty-
of r~bm may be o!f set by- a pause or by added stress. (5) Tha scansion 
of sprung rhythm runs on from the beginning of a stanza to the end. 
(6) Also, permitted to sprung rhythm are rests,. as in music,. and out-
ridea1 which are weak sy-llables added to a toot at the end ot a line and 
not counwd in the scansion. 
In order to insure the success of his particular metrical 
systemJ Hopkins found that the use of alliteration, assonance, internal 
rhyme• and word repetition were essential, not as decorative elements to 
be employed to please or to sUl'prise, but as integral; essential elements 
of the new prosody. For example, alliteration is essential to his 
poetry as one wa7 ot immediately :indicating the righb metrical 
accentuation. It is i'tmctional rather than ornamental; and it is used 
to stress the stronger accentual beats. In the la.st two lines of ·the 
poem '*Spelt from Sibyl•s Leaves;" its use makes the correct reading 
automatic. 
Where; self\vrung, selfstrung1 sheathe- and shelterless, thoughts 
against thoughts :1n groans grind.lo 
lOiiobert. Bridges, Gd., Poems 21. Gerard Manlez Hof?kins (London; 
1931) 1 Second Edition, P• 51. 
The sam.e is true of the use of alliteratim in this line :from "The 
Windhover." 
Fall, gall themselves, and gash gold-ve:rmilion.ll 
11 . 
Ibid., P• 29. 
-
Hopkins, like most scholars or his age,. ha.d no clear undel'-
standin~ of Greek and Latin rhythmic usagea.12 Although he believed 
l2walter J. Ong; s. J., «Hopkins• Sprung Rhythm and the Life 
of English Poetry," in Immortal Diamond: Studies in Gerard Ua.nlez 
Hopkins, Norman Weyand, S. J., ed: {New York, l949J", P• 103• 
that there were strong similarities between sprung rhythm and the 
rhythms of Greek choruses, it is alluost impossible to say when Hopkins 
perceived these relationships. Bonn po:ints out that the "Deutseh1and" 
(1876) preceeded his statement of 1878 that he had discovered "new 
metrical. effects" in Greek choruses. In 18821 Hopkins mentioned that . 
sprung rhythm was in the Greek manner, but it was not until 1886 that 
he began his researches on the theory of Dorian rhythm. And then in 
1887, he proclaimed his discovery of a scientific basis ot meter and 
musio.13 
. 13John Louis Bonn, s. J. 1 "Greco-Roman Verse Theory and Gerard 
Manley Hopkins, u in Immortal Diamond.1: PP• 73-74. 
Though' Hopkins . was untrustworthy on the Greek metric system, 
Bonn asserts that he did make a major contribution to English metrics. 
His acute ear heard subtle ohange6 of cadence in Pindar and the· Greek 
dramatists, and these shifts in rhythm and modulation, he incorporated 
into his verse.14 
J.4Ibid., P• 78 • 
- . 
Hopkins also recognized his debt to Old English verse, but it 
is uncertain whether he used it as a model for sprung rhythm. Four 
.• 0'' 
years after h.e wrote the "Deutaobland1".Hopk:ins confessed that he was 
not sure if sprun.g rhythm oocurred in Anglo-Saxon verse. A month 
later, he wrote to Bridg-es that he was only then beginning a study of 
AnglO-Saxon. Ong observes that Eduard Sievers published his definitive 
work on the structural principles or Old English poetry in 1885, almost 
tan years after the poem was written.15 
Piers Plowman, to which ilopld.ns ref erred,. is also a questionable 
source. In 1882 he wrote to Bridges, flI am reading tho.t famoua poem 
and am coming to the conclusion that it is not worth reading. 1116 
l6Ibid., p. 91. 
Hopkins' stock with Bridges was never very high. Mora likely than not, 
by citing eminent authorities, Hopkins hoped to convince his friend that 
sprung rhythm was firmly rooted in English tradition and classical 
literature. 
Frequently Hopkins cannot make up his mind whether or not more 
recent authors used sprung rhythm. The rhythm of Milton's Samson 
Agonistes confused him. In a letter to Bridges (April 3, 1877), Hopkin~ 
writes that the choruses are "intermediate between counterpointed and 
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sprung rhythm." Later he adds, ftin reality they are sprung.n By 
October 6, 1878, he has decided that Milton did not use sprung rhythm, 
but was instead a master 11 in the use of counterpoint. 0 17 
l7Ib1d., P• 98. 
-
The most promising source for the nerv rhythm, which Hopkins 
claims had long been haunting his ear, is to be .found in his state-
ment that sprung rhythm is the rhythm. ot everyday speech. Consciously 
or unconsciously, and long baf'ore he named it, Hopkins was bearing it. 
But when the new rhythm came from and what it implied were not clear 
to the poet. Only after he used it1 first in "St. Dorothea" and then 
in the "Deutschland1" did Hopkins try to construct a theory to fit it.18 
Sense-stress rhythm in the English literary tradition did not 
disappear with the Norman conquest. It persisted within the later 
runuing rhythm along w.i.th the use of alliteration and the old English 
half-line,· not merely in such isolated poems as~ Gawain~ !h!, 
Green Knight whose opeuing stanza contains these lines: 
And far o•er the French fiood .fortunate Brutus 
With happiness Britain on hillsides full broad 
Doth found. 
Wai-, waste1 and wonder there 
Have ewolt within its bounds 
but also in the poetry of Chaucer. Skelton's half-lines from "Philip 
Sparrow" are largely sense-stress1 
I I 
It was so p;retty a !901,_ 
It would sit on a stool .. • • 
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I I 
For to keJ3p his cut, , 
With, Philip, keep your outJ 
And an analysis of Surrey•e "The frailty and hurtfulness of beauty" shows 
a marked sense-stress pattem, alliteration and al.l, overlaying the 
running rhythm: 
I t I I 
Brittle beauty, that na~ure made s9 frail, / 
whereof the gift is small, and short the sea.eon, 
Flow•ring to-day, to-morrow apt to rill,. , . , 
Tickle treasure, abhorred of reason • • • ~ 
Renaissance literature, the drama particularly gave full p1q to 
the sense-stress pattern. Hopld.ns :recognized it in 'Shakespeare and in 
Greene, but the same is true of Fletcher, Webster, and the rest. The 
plays of Shakespeare abound in examples rich with·alliteration, assonance, 
consonance, and the echoes 0£ old English versification. From Act I, 
scene 21 ll. 185-190, of The Winter's Tale comes this passage as Ong 
- -
interprets it. 
1 , , , Gon' alrea~1 , 
Inch-thick, knee-deep o•er head and ears a fork'd onel 
, , . " , Go, plav, boy, pliy: tw mother plays, and I , ; ~7 , I 
Play too; but so disgraced a part, whose issue 
, , ; ' Will hiss )116 ;o my grave: contempt and clamour 
Will ~ my knell. Go, play, boy, PlBY ••• 19 
l9Ibid. 1 P• 155. 
-
Donne, Ben Jonson, and Herrick also,. sought for the natural 
spe.ech rhythm, and in their poetr.r, perhaps without being tully aware 
of it; fell into the sense-s·t;ress pattems of their predecessors. 
Compare Hopld.nst stanza 9 fran Part I of The Wreck of the Deutschland 
- --
with Donne's Hol,y sonnet: 
Be adored among men, 
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God, three-numbered i'orm; 
Wring thy rebel, dogge.d in den, 
Man's malice, with wrecking and storm. 
Beyond saying sweet, past telling of tongue, 
Thou art lightning and love, I found it, a winter and warm.J 
Father and fondler of heart thou hast wrungc 
Hast thy dark descending and most art mercif'ul then. 
From Donnes 
I I I 
Batter ruy heart, threq-person~d God; for You , 
As yet but lmock, breathe, shine, and seek to mendJ 
That I may rise, and stand, o•ert~ me, and b'nd 
, , , , ' Your force, to break, blow, burn, and maka me new. • •• 
It is not a ooinoidenoe that sprung rhythm and abrupt rhythm are most 
noticeable in poems which are conversational. Jonson• s "To Dr. Donne" 
or his ttTo My Book-seller" or Herrick's "Corinna's Going a-Maying" fall 
easily into a sense•st:t'8ss pattem• Pope, who advised in ~ Essaz 2!! 
Criticism: 
Be not the first by whom the new are tried, 
Nor yet the last to lay the old aside. 
e;van Pope, unlike his contemporaries, utilized the old variegated speech 
rhythms in the opening lines of ~istle j!2 ~ Arbutlnot a 
"Shut, shut the door, good Johl\l" fatigued, I saidJ 
"Tie up the knocker; say I'm sick, I*m dead." 
The eighteenth century, after Pope, was almost destitute of 
sense-stress rhythms until Robert Burns revived the sense-stress counter-
point in his declamatory verse. Here is the first stanza of "To a Mouse": 
Wee, sleeldt, ccmrin, timrous beastie, 
Oh, what a panic's in thy breastiel 
Thou need na start m1a sae hasty 1 
· Wi' bickering brattlel 
I was ~ laith to rin an• chase thee, 
Wi' murdering pattlel 
Burns is followed by Blake who in "The Fairy 1 " uses the old 
English hal..f'-line in verse similar to Skelton•s. 
I I 
So a Fa.ir,y sung. / I From ~h~ leaves I spnyig; 
He leaptd fr001 the spray 
To n$e aw~J , · 
But in my liat caught; 
He sobn shall be taught. 20 
There are sane stirrings 1n Southey, Shelley, and Byron,· but 
it was Keats whom Hopkins !irst consciously imitated. The opening lines 
in the "Ode on Melancholy" have a kind of counterpoint rcythm> and Ong 
divides the lines to expose the old English antiphonal. patterns 
I I 
N?; no, g'< not ~ Le~th~ 
Woll'' a-bane, tight-rooted, 
and the last line 
I I 
neither t'Yi't / 
for its poisonous w.i.nea 
I \ I 
And teed deep, deep 
I I 
upon her peerless eyes.21 
Heavy counterpoint is apparent in the "Ode on a Grecian Urn": 
I I I I 
"Beauty is truth, truth beauty,n that is all 
Ye know on earth, and a:l.l ye need to know.22 
The whole nineteenth century moved generall;y toward this more 
natural verse, cuJ.minating perhaps in Browning. Tho song or the little 
silk-weaver in Pipe: Passes uses the English ha:l.f-line. "Soliloquy of 
the Spanish Cloister' and "My Last Duchess1° both dramatic monologues, 
are heavily counterpointed. 
Certain lines 1n "The Ring and the Book" are halved by Ong as four 
stress lines; 
I , I I 
Flung with a fiouriahl But repentances too. 
' .. .I I I ' But pure and simple sorrow for lmv•s breach 
Rather than bl:underer•s-ineptitude?23 
23Ibid. 
-
Hopkins says in a letter to Bridges of September 171 1881, that while 
he admires Browning•s touches and details1 the general effect offends 
h:!m and he conc1udes that the poetry is repulsive. 
Although many possible infiuencaa on Hopkins can be cited, it 
is doubtful that Hopkins was really receptive to them. He seemed to 
havo preferred the role of a discoverer, an innovator, an original. His 
approach to the poetry of Coleridge is curious indeed. To the objective · 
observer, the two men and their poetr.y have much in canmon. Both 
exper.tmented with metrical systems; both employed and often coined new 
words and double epithets; both kept remarkably similar journals and 
illustrated them; both suffered from ill health, a sense ot isolation, 
a thwarting o:t the creative impulse. "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" 
and the "Deutschland" describe essentially similar spiritual voyages as 
well as physical ones.24 .And modem texts agree iihat in "Christabel," 
24Humpbry House, Coleridge: ~Clark lectures 1951-52 (London. 
1953), P• 139• 
Coleridge used sprung rhythm, as he did in other of his poems. 
In the preface to "Christabel," Coleridge writes: 
I have only to add that the metre of 
Christabel is not, properly speaking, irregular, 
though· it may seem so .f.'ran its being founded on 
a new principltH namely, that of counting in 
each line the accents, not the syllables. Though 
the latter mq vary fr<m seven to twelve, yet in 
each ~e tha accents will be found to be only 
four. 
25samuel Taylor Coleridge, "Preface to Christabel*' in The 
.Colle~~ 0£ ~ah Literature, ed. Alexander u. Withersp0on 
Uiew Yor1cl 19511'; P• ~;· 
Like Hopkins,, Coleridge also uses repetition, antitheses, 
alliterationj he asks questionsJ and like Hopkins, he too anits verbs. 
For example; in "The Ancient Mariner': 
Alone, alone, all alone, 
Alone on a wide 1 wide sea • • • 
and in ~Cbri~tt; 
and 
Is the night oh1l:cy' and dark'? 
The night is Chill:/' 1 but not dark. 
The thin gray cloud is spread on high, 
It covers but not hides the sky. 
Hopkins, however, did not acknowledge Coleridge•a influence. 
On. the contrar/, in a letter to Dixon of Jrmuar; 10~ 1879, he wrote• 
Is that anything of the sort that Coleridge 
meant by his distinction between accent and 
quantity? You no doubt know of his making 
that distinction, and giving it out as a 
discover.vi saying that Christabel was written 
in acct<;:.-t.1 not quantity, or something like 
that.20 
26Abbott1 ~ Correspondence _2! Gerard Manley HoEld.n! ,!!!2 
Richard Watson Di.Xon, P• 18. 
On Febl"\18J.7 271 18791 H0pkins foll.owed this up with a note saying ~hat 
Coleridge was drawing a distinction between two systems of saanni.ng., 
one opposed to sprung rhythm; the other, capable of being developed into 
1t.27 And that was thatt 
27 Ibid., P• 21. 
-
Sprung rhythnl has give.n rise to a.variety of explanations. 
Harold Whitehall contends that the new rbytbn went against the trend 
of English verse from about 1300 Trl.th "its increasing emphasis of the 
sense pattern rather than the sound pattem and its gradual adjustment 
to the printed rather than the spoken word."28 While it is true that 
28Harold Whitehall, ttSprung Rhythmlt in Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
Ken;von Cri~ios, eq,s~,p. 30. 
Hopkind asked far an oral interpretive reading of his works to justify 
his new rhythm, Ong states definitely that sprung rlzythm emphasizes the 
sense stress rather than syllabic stress.29 
Just as normal pronunciation of prose allows minor adjustments 
in accentuation and timing, and tho same phrase may be stressed in 
different ways for meaning and emphasis 1 so scanning Hopkins t poems 
requires acco..11l1lodation to a marked rhythm without loss of natural 
titrlng, and without loss of the interior mzytr.m and stresses of in.di• 
vi.dual words. But the scansion of sprung rhythm runs on from the 
beginning o£a stanza to the end• and it is the sense that influences the 
_34 ... 
rhythm. Hopkins• use of rhyme lends 1nd.ght to Ongts contention. The 
end rcymes are no more important, really, than the interior rlzymea. 
They add to the soun9 effect, but they are not used to emphasize the 
sense. 
For example, Alexander Pope in S ~ .2!. Criticism ~e.tt.s. 
rhylile to reinforce his meanings 
True ease in writing comes from art, not chance 
As those move easiest who have lear.o.'d to dance. 
'Tis not enough no harshness gives offence• 
The sound must seem an echo to the sense. 
In show-business language, we might call the first and third lines 
"set-ups" and the second and fourth 11clinchera.n The use ot rhyme 
while ornamental is also functional. 
"The Btigler•s First Caam.union11 is perhaps an exaggerated 
example of Hopldns' use of rh;vme, but it does point up the di.f'fe;ee.nce 
in technique. 
A bugler boy from barrack {it is over the hill 
There)-boy bugler, born, he tells me, of Irish 
Mother to an English sire, {be 
Sha.res their best gifts surely 1 fall how things will)• 
This very very da.y came down to us ai't.er a boon he on 
My late b.eing there begged of me, overflowing 
Boon in 'llr:f bestowing,. 
Came, I say, this day to it-to a First Communion. 
This is the rhythm, surely, of everyday speech, heightened and drama-
tized. Rhyme is· an embellisment only 1 a delight to the ear. It is 
not always readily apparent to the casual readers "Irish-sire he / 
' Sh(ares)" and "boon he on"-11 Communion. 0 The run-on lines, too, serve 
to inhibit the emphatic quality of rbyJae. 1n Pope•s poem the mind soon 
becomes attuned to a definitely rlzymed sense pattern; in Hopkins• poetry 
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it is the rlzythm, the cpru.ug reythm.1 which produces a sense pattern. 
In "Binsey Poplars" notice Hopkins• use of interior rh;yme1 
l(y' asp::sns dear,, whose airy cag6s quelled, 
Quelled or quenched in leaves the leaping sun, 
All felled, f el.ad, are all felledJ 
O.f a fresh and f ollarr.tng folded rank 
Wot Bpat'ed1 not one 
That dandled a. sandalled 
Shadow that ·swma or sank 
On meadow and river and 'Wind-vrandering weed-winding bank. 
The juxtaposition of n dandled" and 11 sandalled" might be called counter.;. 
pointed rhyme. The &ye and the voice have a tendency to bring the tvro 
words together, but the proper reading for sense would put a pause 
a.i'ter "dandled•' and combine "a sandalled / Shadow" into a fast-running 
phrase. Because of this counterpointed rhyme, the reader must rely 
. mainly on r}\ytbm and on alliteration as guides to sense, and then 
•.t sandalled / ShadCNi' like nwind-wandering weed-winding bank" carries 
the poet•s meaning home. 
Although sprung rhythm is concerned with sense stresses; and 
running rhythm is concerned with syllabic stresses, neither rhythm. 
necessarily excludes the other. Often the two rhythms meet1 and for a 
short time run on togGt.her, as instanced by the second line in "Spring 
and Fall a to a young child": . 
I I I 
Margaret, are you grieving 
over Goldengrove unlea'Ving? / 
Leaves, like the thfugs 0£ man, you , / ,, 
. With your fresh th:.:iughta ca.re !er, can you? 
When the two rl:G'tbms do meet, the line should be read with the stress 
heavy and accented as contrast to the rest or the poem. 
Counterpoint, or variations on running rhythm, is not possible 
in sprung rhythm. Running rhythm.1 although it never runs counter to a 
sense stress, admits of variations and reversals because its pattern is 
regular. Since sprung xhythm has no fixeti and regular pattern, bu't 
absorbs all variations, it cannot be counterpointed effectively. It is 
the occasional meeting of the three rhythms that ha.s caused so much of 
the confusion regarding sprung rlzy'thm. The point to remember is that 
metre in sprung rhythm is always regular1 metre in running rlzythm and 
counterpoint rhythm is not always regular. 
Chapter IV 
Inscape and Instress 
hJnscapet1 and 11 instressfl a.re words .found frequently in Hopkins• 
writings. Thay reveal his preoccupation with the essence, the unique• 
nees, the individuality 0£ things. Each object is contemplated separately 
for ~ts own individuating characteristics. H$ oonaidera the impression 
an object makes as emanating from its own being, without any sharing in 
the mmrenesa or sensibility of the viewer. Consequently objects have 
not only a physical life of their own for Hopkins, but also an emot~onal. 
and spiritual life of their own; not only an objective appearance,. but 
an inner life capable of exerting an influence on others. This attitude 
may explain in part many instances of peraonii'ication in Hopkins' poetry. 
It also explains, according to Peters, the look of imagination with which 
Hopld.ns deals with objects, since he believes them to have their own 
serious and purposeful l:tre.1 
lw. A. M. Peters,. s. J., Gerard Manlel Hopk:i.nS (London,; 1948),t 
PP• 20-21. 
The tem "inscape" is described in a letter to Dixon as nth6 
very soul o;f art."2 In a letter to Bridges, Hopld..ns is more spocitiot 
2Abbott, Tha CO!Tes;eondence .2£ Ge:t"ard Mlinlel Hopkins ~ Riobard 
Watson Dixon,. P• m. . 
"design, pattern ol." what I am in the habit of calling 'inscape• is what 
I above all aim at in poatey. "3 But Hopldns uses the term also as the 
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. .3 Abbott, !!!!, Letters 2.£ Gerard Manlez Hopki.ns !2 Robert Bri$es, 
P• • 
"ontological aecrat" behind the object, the inner f'om of the object. 
He also uses it to e:A-press ralationship. The bond created betvmen an 
object, the viewer, and God. results in an inscaP!• Perhaps a better 
understanding of the tenn can be gained by referring to Dtms Scotus1 
who seemed to validate and confirm for Hopkins his own thoughts ai nature. 
Sootua took a sacramental view of the world, contending that 
God created the world so that man might look upon the visible 'beatrties 
of the universe and act as a bridge between the finite and the infinite. 
He also believed that by the exercise of wil11 ma.n•s nature is perfected, 
and by a voluntary "act of lmre" bis experience of beauty may be directed 
Oodwards to become a meritorious act. He aUio wrote that uch indiv.1 .. 
dual has a distinctive £om1 a baecceitas, or thisness, as well as a 
generic quiddita~, or ldlatness, both of which serve to individuate natural 
things. Al though HopldnS had been using the word u 1nsaape11 tor several 
years before he read Scotus, he recognized in him a spiritual kinship 
' 
and a justification for sane of his dearest belie.fs.4 
11Inscape« seems to be modeled on the word, landscape, and appears 
to imply a contrary, or outersoape. The ttinscape" is not mechanically 
present in an object 1 but requires a deep, perstmnl attention, a physical, 
mental, and spiritual act on the part of the viewer so that he may ob-
serve the distinctive qualities of an object and relate them. to Godts 
grace. 
Fran HopldnsJ journal, these lines written in 1870 illustrate 
not only his use ot the word, but also the quality ot his aesthetic 
I do not think I have ever seen anything more 
beautiful than 1;ha bluebell I have been looking 
at• I know the beauty of our Lord by it.5 
The i'ollow:lng year, ha added this observation& 
The bluebells in your hand baffle you with 
their insoape, made to every senset if y-ou 
draw ;rour .f ingara through them they are 
lodged and s~ruggle with a shock of wet 
heads. • • • 
6 . 
Ibid., P• l.45. 
-
Eaoh of the passages quoted above continues with a long, metioulousl.1' 
detail.Cd description of the f'lower; its shades, shape, its joining of 
the parts, and scmetimes the descriptions inolude small drawings 
sketched ·for the sa.ks of greater clarity• 
Again Hopkins writes, "This skeleton insoape of a. spray-end of 
ash• •• iS worth noticing for the suggested globe •••• 7 Later he 
7Ibid., P• l34. 
-
notes in his joum.alt i•As we drove home the stars ca.me out thick: I 
leant back to look: a.t them and my heart opening more than usual praised 
our Lord to and in whom all that beauty c~es home. 8 One might think 
that Hopldni3 t association of beat¢y and God would have given him great 
joy and peace. But in 1869 this entry is found in his papers, "But a 
penance which I was doing from Jan. 2$1 to July 25 prevented my seeing 
much that ba.J.£ ... year.n9 The tragedy of the man is implicit :1.n those lines. 
"Instress" is used less frequently than "inscape,0 and is nowhere 
explicitly clarii'ied1 but it does appear in "The Wreck of the Deutschland" 
in stanza 51 and in the prose writings. The starling point in trying to 
arrive at its meaning is the word "stress" 'Which in Hopki.ns• philoso-
phical writing stands tor the perfection of being. "Instresstt apparently 
means the intrinsic i'orce necessary to the parf'eotion of boingJ Ol:'a llhen 
used ~s a verb, to realize or to bring to realization. "Instressn is 
that stress or energv of being by wi1toh all things are upheld and strive 
after continued existence, according to Poters.10 
10 Peters, P• 13. 
Throughout his journal, Hopkins sees and describes "inscape1 " 
but "instressn seems to produce an indescribable emotional reaction. 
Essentially "inst:ress0 is a straining, striving tOW'ru:d perfection, or 
toward God. It is used in the !'ollmd.ng instances in his journal; 
"J .. oold.ng all round but most in loold.ng far up the valley I felt an 
:instress and charm of Wa.J.ess"ll and "Take a. few primroses in a glass 
and the :tnstress 0£ • • • so simple a flower • • • is re.markablth ul2 
Thea a two terms are basic to Hopkins* way of thinking, rather 
. than to his actual poetic work. They exerted an influence over every• 
thing he wrote and thought and did. 
Chapter V 
His Poetry 
As a poet, Hopldns \"fas both a traditionalist and a revolution-
ary. He revi".red, in his poet:cy1 the ancient traditions of Christianity, 
of language, nnd of technique and gave them new lii'e and new meaning. 
Many of his sonnets which seem strange are o~, according to the 
author, apprt:>Ximations in English 0£ the original Petrarchan sonnet.l 
The early poetry of Hopktns, the poetry which survived burning, 
shows the innuence of Keats and of the Pre-Raphaelites. One finds 
vestiges of the earlier decorative diction, the frequent use of such 
words as "beauty," n1ovei.y,n "dear, 11 and "swset.u2 The moat characteristic 
2Josephine lliles, "Tha Sweet and Lovely Language," in Gerard · J.Ianl* Hoi:ld.ns, ed. by The Keeyon Critics, (Horfolk, Connecticut; '.£945), 
pp .M6J. 
0£ bis school poems, "A Vision of the Mermaids," 'Written in heroic 
couplets after the manner of Keats, shows a taste for richness and color 
as well as a. delight in the appeals to hie sensest 
in gusts o:f scented wind 
Swirling out bloau till all the air is blind 
With ror:ry foam and pelting blossom and mists 
.Qf driving vermeil rain. • • .3 
3Pick1 Gerard Ma.nlez Hopkins, PP• 2·.3• 
Another of his early poem.s1 written January 221 18661 and ~ 
touched as yet by religious or personal denial1 is reminiscent of Emily 
Dickinson. 
The stars ware packed so close that night 
They seemed to press and stare 
And gather in like hurdles
4
bright 
The liberties of air• 
The next group of poems1 also' among his earliest, begin to show 
not only Ropk:tnst religious inclination, but also that characteristic o.r 
his o:t prohibitina to himaeli' those things Ylhich delight him. The 
conflict betll'ean the d.reamer on the one hand and the churchman on the 
other becanes increasin~ apparent. 
Trees by their yield 
Are known; but I-
lq sap is sealed, 
My root is dry. 
I.t life within 
I none can shew 
(Elccept for sin), 
Nor :fruit above1-
It must be so-
l do not love. 
Will no one shovr 
I argued ill? 
Because, although 
~G:.lf-sentenced, still 
I keep my trust. 
If He woul.d prove 
And search me through 
Would he not find 
(\ihat yet there...must 
~ hid behind)>. . . (September, l86S) 
One might easil;r guess from this p0em1 written just a. few years before 
bis conversion to Ca.tholicism.1 the direction which Hopkins muat take. , 
ttSeit-senienced0 says the poet-and leaves the critics to ponder 
whether to life or to death. 
In "?:'he Habit Qf Per:tecti?llt" ostensibly a rebuke to ths powers 
of the senses; the author seems to linger over such phrases as 1•pa.J.ate; 
. I 
the hutch of tasty lust1tt and nreel~f...primrose hands.n6 And though 
Onobart Bridges; ed., Poems ot Geraz-d Manl& Ha1:kins (Londont 
19.31), Seoond Edition, PP• B-9. tfiilesa spec!a.fiY note~ all quotai;ions 
!ram Hopld.ns' poetry will come from this s-econd edition. 
shape, color, texture., sound, and snell o.rs renounced tor poverty and 
J.:Ll7-eoloured clothes, the author does not as yet 1ft9lllll the new habit with 
ease. 
The poem "Heaven-Haven" appears in Hopld.ns t notebook lll'lde:r the 
titlt;l "Rest.u Just when he or Bridges added the subheading 11A nun takes 
too veil" is not clear. But it. fits Hopkins' mm desires so well that 
it might easily be tabm as an autobiographical :incident. There is an 
interesting resemblanoe between u11eaven-Haven" and 0A Prospect of Heaven 
Makes Death Eaayt• by Isa.a.a Watts (J.674-1748), also a religious poet and 
innovator in versification.. Probably both poems are part of the same 
religious and literary tradition which includes the works of Donne, ' 
Herbert• Cm.shaw, Traher.ne1 and Vaughan. 
In "St. Dorothea" Hopldns experiments for the first time with 
stresses. In the hands of a sohoo1boy, however, ths poem seems closer to 
doggerel. than. to poetry, although Hopkins m:ota to Bridges that· he had 
bor:rooed. the beat .fran Shakespeai"'S. 1 To obviate the tendency tc:r.vard 
1iv. H. Gardner, Gerard Manlez Ho;eldns (1844-1889), {New Haven, 
l948) I P• 38. . I • 
poetic degeneration is one pf the reasons why Hopld.na uses the coJJ.ateral. 
t.echniques aeoompQ.t\Ying spl'Ullg rhythm. 
After seven years of pr::testly training and meditation, Hopld.ns 
at the age of thirty-one broke his sel:r•mposed silen~e, and at th$ 
request of a superior at st. Bueno•s, he wrote his major work. rtThe 
Wreck of the Deutschlandn a·ommemarates the do.a.th of i'ivo Franciscan 
nuns, exiles t'r001 Gemany under the Falk decree, 'Who p«dshed aboard the 
Deutschland when the ship went aground on the Kentish coast during a 
s:nawstorm.8 But the poem is more than just a. silnple narrative canoerning 
l4
r! 8Eieanor Ruggles, Gerard.~ez Hop~, (New York,. 1944)1: 
P• ;1• 
a tragic eventJ it is in realit:y two stories1 one or 'Which is auto-
biographical. As Hopkina wrote to Bridges, 
I ma:y add for you~ greater :interest and 
edii'ioation that what refers to mysel:t in 
the poem is all strictly and literally 
true and did all occur; nothing is added 
£err poetical. pa.dding.9 
9Abbott, The Letters of Gerard Manl!£ Ilopld.ns to Robert Bridies, 
PP• 46-.47. - - . . .... -
The two stories touch at the spiritual level and describe the engul.f-
ment 0£ the heart and spirit in horror and dread, and the ultimate i'ul• 
tillment in Chri..st. 
"The J'freek .0£ the Deutsohland" opened new channelS of prosody. 
It •as in evar-1 tta:y a mature piece o£ work et2bodying the full range of 
Hopld.nst metrical and linguistic technique. It is also the very epitane 
of the ,Spirit~ Exercises. The entire poem is 1n sprung rlzytlmt and 
employs e:t(tht-llne stanzas. Part I (stanzas l•lO), maintains regularly 
the following number of stresses by lines, 2-3-4-3-5~-6; and these 
lines are indicated by the. indentation. In Part II the 1'1rst line of 
every stanza bas three stressas.10 
---------...------
The opening lines ot Part the First,, 
Thou mastering me 
God1 giver of breath and bread; 
World's strand, sway.or the sea; 
Lord of liv.i.ng and deadJ 
Thou hast bound bones and veins :In me 1 f'astened me nesh,, 
And after it almost unmade, what with dread, 
Thy domg: and dost thou touch me afresh? 
over again I £eel thy finger and find thee.ll 
ll Bridges, P• 11. -
are a reiteration of the meaning of catholicism. God, master· of the 
universe, has created man and made Himself' known to him. But he has 
done moreJ lle has touched man and raised him by Divine Graos to 
participate again in the lif'e of Christ by re-enacting the sacrifice on 
the Cross. or, as Hopkins b:il'.!lsel!' put it in his canments written in 
18801 on the Spiritual Exercises of st. Ignatius Loyola, the uplifting 
action of supernatural grace, or elevating, "which l.i.fts the reeeivex-
£rom one cleave of being to another and to a vital act in Christi this 
is truJ,y God•s finger touching the very vein of persanality.nl2 
The next $ta.llza deecribes the choice which man is permitted to 
make .freely. Though Hopld.J;l.S says yes to God1 He recognizes the dit'.t'i-
culty of that dsoision1 
I did say yes 
O at lightning and lashed rodJ 
Thou heard.st me truer than tongue confess 
Thy terror, O Obrist, 0 God; 
Thou la:lowest the wallB1 al tar and hour and nights 
The swoon of a heart that the mreep and the hurl of thee trod 
Ha.rd down w:t th a horror of height t 
And the midriff astra:ln with leaning of1 laced with £ire of stress. 
In stanza 3 the reason for the choice is apparent. Luoif'er 
surrounds him.. Where does safety lie? 
The .froWn of bis face 
Be.fore me, the hurtle 0£ hell 
Behind, where, where was a, Where was a place? 
I vddrled out wings that spell 
And fled with a !ling of the heart to the heart of the Host. 
1f3' heart, but you were dovewinged, I can tell,, 
Carrier.amt ted, I am. bold to boast, 
To flash £ram ~e flame to the flalnB then, tower !ran: the grace 
to tha gro.ce .. 
The fourth stanza deals with the temporal nature o:r the poet as 
he is consmed by time, but just as a well is replenished by mountain 
springs,, so he too is nourished by faith, Ghrist' s gift to man. 
I am soft sift 
In an hourglass-at the wa.ll 
Fast, but Jrl.ned with a. motion, a drift, 
And it crowds and it combs to the fallJ 
I steady as a wnter in a well;> to a poisei to a pane; 
·But roped 'With,. always1 all th.3 v1ay down from the tall Fells or f'lanks 0£ the V.oel.t a ve:in 
O! the gospel proffer, a pressure• a principle, Christ•e gift. 
In the above stanza the word voel means nba:re hilln in Welsh, and 
the literal meaning of the sixth and seventh linee is "t;ha.t a Well is 
fed by the trickles of water l'fitbirt the flanks of surrounding mounta.ins•l3 
The two metaphors are beautifullyjmctaposed. 8a.nd.-....temporal time, 
encased in walls of glass-nows dowmra.rds swittly1 relentlessly to 
annihilation. Sand-arid1 hot1 dry-a desert i'ran. which all life has 
been sucked; is another image conjured up by· the l'O rd. But the well.1 
with its cool, upward \thrust of ever!'lowing water which rei'l'eshes and 
brings .rorth the bounty of nature and God.1 creates a picture of life 
everlasting. These metaphors express for Hopkins the 1'$V'elation &'"ld 
they build up·to a climax of feeling in stanza five in 'Which God1 man·; 
and nature meet J. and God ts mystery stressed,, and inatreased,, is brought 
to realized. tul.f'11lment by being felt, rather than known. 
I kiss mt hand 
To· the stars, lovely•am.mde1• 
Starlight, waft:!ng him. out o:t itJ and 
Glow 1 glory in thunder} 
Kiss my hand to the dappled-with-d.amson westt 
Since, tho• he is under the world•s splendour and wonder, 
His mystery must be instreased1. stressedJ 
For I greet him the days I meet him, and bless 'When I understand. 
In this sta.n.za, God's m.cistery, which stems tram the IncarnationJ the 
result or His assumption of human form, is proof of' the Divine spirit 1n 
all that is natural and finite. 
The next two stanzas are largc:cy doctrinal. The sixth descrlbea 
man•e intuitive knO?tledge of God1 and his o'riginal fall fran Grace. 
The seventh tells of the Passion and of man•s redemption through Jesus 
Christ. It leads direct'.13' into the eighth atanea.1 in which all men are 
brought to Christ throtigh his Incarnation and Passion. The Grace He 
sends to men is the privilege to imitate Him • 
. Hither, then1 last or firstf 
To hero of Calvar,r1 Cbrist•a feet-
Maver ask i£ meaning it1 wanting it_, warned of it--men go. 
Ome might expect, e.fter this rush of the peysical, emotiona.J.1 
and spiritual. tore es or man toward Christ, that the la.st two stanzas 
of Pa.rt I, stanzas nine and ten, would be peaceful., hushed, drained, and 
exhausted; but this is not . so. Hopkins, the priest, the Jesuit, the 
saint, .found no rest, not even after he found his way to home and Father. 
Fe adored among men, 
God, three-numbered f ormJ 
Wring tb;r rebel,, dogged in den, 
Man•s malice, with wrecking _and storm. 
Beyond saying swset1 past telling of tongue, · 
Thou art lightning, and love, I found it1 a winter and wam; 
Father and fondler of heart thou hast wrungs 
Hast thy dark descending and moat a.rt merciful then. 
With nn anvil-ding 
A.'1d with fire in hilll. !.'or:;~ thy 'Will 
Or rather, rather thent stealing as Spring 
~µgn him, melt him but r;.aster him stills 
Whether at once, as once at a crash Paul, 
or a.a. Austin; a lingering-out mveet sldll, 
Make mercy in all of us, out of us all 
Mastery, but be adored, but be a.d~d King. 
Fer Hopkins, the heart and the spirit are willing, but man's 
malice,. his reaaon, offers combat. Let God master him with forcel let 
God master him with lovei bu't let God mas·'ver himl Thie poem, which 
Canon Dixop found t1enomou.sly powerful," also contained,, in bis opinion, 
~ 
"elements 0£ deep diatress" and of'"tarribl.e pathos•" Toore seems.to 
be a question as to 'Whether the poem is an ·el.~sion of contrition, 
£ea:r1 and sumdssion1 or an expression ot love of God .freely given.:i.4 
14.A.bbott~ !!!!, Corres!':jnden~ .2.£ Gerard l&mlez ,H?J?ldns ~ 
Richard Vlatson Duon, PP• 32- 3. .· 
In bis camienta on the ,SRiritwil Exercises, Hopkins is concerned 
with hie oim identity and with his position in relation to the Universal 
Will or Min.di or Spirit. He writasi 
The universal mind being identified not only · · 
with me but also with all other minds cannot be 
the means or comci.unicating what is ind.i vidual in me 
to them nor in them to me. I have and every other 
baa, as said above, my awn knowledge and pauers, 
pleasures, pains, merit, guilt, shame., dangers, 
£ortunes15£atea; we arn not chargeable for one. another. 
le!. ' 
"'1iote-Books1 P• 313. 
-
But f~ on, Hopkins questions this conclusion: 
• • • a being so intim.a.tely present as God is to 
other things would be identified with them were it not 
for God's infinity or were.it not for God's infinity 
he could not be so intimately present to things.16 
The problem of guilt• 0£ universal guilt, of the sharing in one 
another1 a guilt and of redemption is tha major thema 0£ the second part 
of nThe Wreak of the Deutschland. 0 But whet.her the probJ.em. ia :resolved 
in the poem, or 1f it is· ever reao1ved by Hopkins is debatable. In 
the poem.Hopkins visualiz~s his struggle aa a part ot the universal 
struggl.e. Tha nun's spiritual teat is e. test ot Hopkins and a test 0£ 
all men Who share in Ghrist. 
Part the Seoond of the "Deutschlan.d11 begins \rlth s. canment on 
1 Some £ind me a sword; some 
The flange and the railJ £lame 
Fang, or flood* goes Death on drun; 
And storm.a bt1gle his fame. 
But we drealll vre a.re rooted in earth-Dustl 
Fleeh falls vd.th:in sight or us1 we; though our flow~ the same 
Wave With the mea.dOWj forget th.at there must 
The sour scythe ·cringe, and the blear share come, 
.Intereatingly enough_. Wells sees in the first stanza a marked resemblance 
to Beawul£., ldth'Which Hopkins was !a.miliar in the original. Using 
Gtmmere•s translation of lines l76J.~l768; ha quotas: 
The £lower 0£ thy might 
lasts now a while: but erelong it shall be 
that sickness or mrord thy strangth shall minish1 
or fang of .fire, or !loading billow; 
or bite of blade; or·brandiahed spear, 
or odious age J or the eyes t cJ.~ar beam 
wax dull and darken: Death even thee . . 
in baste shall of erwhe:im. thou hero or war117 
l7Henry w. Wells, ~ Poets ~ ~ (lfovr York; 1940), PP• 38-40. 
The metaphor of the £1ou-er which appears fir:rli in Deowul.t' vecybr.tetly 
ia elD.borated on by Hopkins at the end of the stanza. In writing of 
Death both use the w>rds1 fang, fiood, and sword. 
Stanza 12 plunges into the narrative of the actual wreck, following 
closely newspaper accounts -of the disaster. The thirteenth stanza 
brings th6 scene vividly to th~ mind! to the aye, and indeed the cold 
seems to penetrate our very bones: 
Into the ·snows she sweeps 
Hurling -the ha.van behintl, 
The Deutsohland~ on SundayJ and so the sky keeps, 
For the in£initca a±r is unkind, _ · 
.And tho sea flint-nm, b) aok•baclood in tha regular blow,. 
Sitting Eastnortheaat1 in cursed quarter, the wind; 
- Wiry and white--fiery and whirlwind-swivelled snow 
Spins to the w:ldow-maldng unchilding uni'athering deeps. 
Here• sut"ely-.- 1S evidence of Hopkins' love· of elaborate l'h:/me, hie 
pro.ruse use of nature ima.g~r,y, and the deft handling of a SW'eep ot 
al.literati"le and compound war®• 
The next five etnnzas describe. the wreak and tell of a death 
or a sailor as he tries to rescue some of the wanen on deck. In the 
ninsteanth stanza the heroine of this na:r:rative appears. A Franciscan 
nun reads in the world about her the message of Christ calling her to 
the Crose. Sui'i'er:ing With her, sharing her pain, joining her in Christ's 
sacrifice i.a the poeii himself. 
Sister, a sister calling 
A master, her master end mi.ne.1-
And the inboard seas run swirling and hawlingJ 
The rash smart sloggcring brine 
Blinds herJ but she that weather sees one thing, oneJ 
Has one fetch in her1 ahe rears herself to di'Vine 
Ears 1 and the call of the tall nun 
To the men in the tops and the taekl.e rode over the atom' e 
brmrling. 
In this stanza, the word "fetch" is a dialect word meaning a deep pa.in-
i'ul breath or inspiration.18 
After describing the nun and. her ccmpanions, their trials and 
sui'fering1 the author brilliantly blends, in stanza 211 the horrors of 
the shipwreck ond beauty· of suffering when it is done for the sake of 
Christ and man. ThroUghout the atom Christ waits in heaven for the 
nun to respond to His grace, £or her to find and acme to Him. The con-
trast or th& fourth lino in which the fury of the elements is destroying 
life,, and the last two lines, Which describe an emotional reaction to 
'the elements ai'ter Christ is found1 is powerfully moving• 
Loathed for a lava l?len knew in themt 
Banned by the land of their birth, 
Rhine refused them. Thames woul.d l'Uin them.J 
Suri"1 snoW, river and earth 
Gnasheds but thou art above, thou Orlon of light; 
Thy unehancelling poising palms were weighing the worlh, 
Thou ~astert in thy sight 
Stom. flakes wet."$ scroll-leaved flowers,. lily shotYcrs--sweet 
heaven W<J.S astrew in them. 
The next stcmzas rema.l'k on the resemblance between the !i ve nuns 
and the Wounds of Christ. As a badge of Hi.Et love, His chosen ones, the 
£iw nuns, are permittad to re-enact the Redemption. ~hey are compared, 
too, to St. Francie, who bore on bis body th6 stigmata.. In stanza 22 
the cinquefoi.1. '.tok8n refers to a five-leaved plant or figure; :tn stanza 
23 l.ov~soapa er-u.cified may be tran~ted as tov&-in-its.-essence is here 
crucified.19 
l9Ibid., P• 47• 
-
stan:Za 24 again unites the poet and nuns. Never tor more than 
a mcment does Hopkins allow the reader to !orget that he, like all 
Christians, is part of the eternal drama. 
-$4-
Away in the loveable west, 
On a pastoral !orehe.ad of Wales1 
I was under a roof here, I was at rest, 
And they the prey or the gales J 
She to the black-about air, to the breaker, the thickly 
Falling flakes, to the throng that catches and quails 
, Was calling •o Christ, Christ, come quickly': 
The cross to her she calls Christ to her, christens her wild-worst 
Best. 
The next. stanzas proclaim the glory ot the Lord and the perfect 
sel.£-saerifice of the nun, and her i'ulfill.ment in Christ. They lead up 
to stanza. 28 which is the climax ot the poem. Writing in his "Comment 
on the Spiritual. Exercises," Hopkins expresses in prose the meaning of 
his poetr.f'. For him the world is an expression of God. "Therefore its 
end, its purpose, its purport, its meaning, is God, and i.ts lii'e or 
work to name and praise hlln. n20 .And for the Jesuit,, the greatest praise 
is to re-enact the Incarnation and Redemption, to be at one with Christ. 
But how shall I • • • make me room there l 
Reach rae a• •• Fancy, come·raster-
Striktt you the sight of it'l look at it loom there1 
Thing that she .. • • there thenl the Master, 
Ipse1 th4 onJ.y one, Christ, :King, Heads 
He was to cure the extremity where he had cast herJ 
Do, deal, lord it with living and deadJ 
Let him ride, her pride, in his triumph, despatch and have done 
with his doan there. 
The last two stanzas 1 34 and .35, not only reconcile tho ways of 
. . 
God to man, but show man glorying in those ways., however difficult they 
may be. The stanzas have a sweep and ari accelerating tempo, as though 
ell pa.in bas passed, and the sun now shines once more on Hopkins, an. 
England, on ma.nld.nd.; and in heaven. 
Now bu:rn., 'new born to the world, 
Doubled-natured name, , 
The heaven-flung• heart-fleshed, maiden-furled 
l!iracle ... in-Mary""'°f-name, 
Yid-numbered He in three of the thunder-thronel 
Not a doans-cla.y dazzle in his coming nor dark as he cams; 
Kind, but roya~ reclaiming his own; 
A released shower, let flash to the shire, not a lightning of :f'ire 
hard-hurled. 
Dame, at our dbor, 
D:rcwtned1 and among our shoals, 
Remruaber us in.the roads, the heaven-haven of the 
Rewards 
OUr King back, oh, upon English soul.el 
Let hiln easter in us, be a dayspririg to the dimness of us, 
be a crimaon-oresseted east, 
More brightening her, rare-dear Britain, as his reign rolls, 
Pride, rose, prince, hero of us, high-priest, 
Our hearts' ehari ty• s hearth• s fire• our thoughts• chiva.J.r.1• s 
throng1s Lord. 
The paradox of evil, dealt with from the opening lines of the 
poem to its completion, ia thE! basis for connict in Hopkins, himself. 
How he reconciles the power of' an all-loving, all-embracing God to 
create evil as well as beauty and goodness, is the major theme of "The 
Wreck or the Deutscblmd. n The storm is both an event and a sy.tn.bol as 
it arouses and rinaJ.l7 subdues the inner conflict. A.$ the n"tm.1s heart 
and spirit rise up to meet the catastrophe, the storm ceases to inflict 
pain; it beccn.es the path to glory. Man, then, has the choice of meet-
ing evil 'With faith and love and wonder, or he mq be mastered by it 
and at the last be forced to acquiesce to its majesty. Although an 
external event supplied the initial inSpiration and the moti.i' and broad 
outline of the work, the poet's own religious fervour, his mysticima1 
his instress, supplied the emotional tone and imager,v. 
This poem, which Bridges was later to call in his preface, ua 
great dragon .folded in the gate to forbid all entrance,n21 was sent to 
21 . . 
4~ :A.bbott1 !!:.!, Letters .2.f Gerard Manlez Hopkins !2, Robert Bridgss1. P• .::• 
him by Hopkins with this note, dated August 81 1877: 
1(1 Dearest Bridges,--My bag turned. up last 
night• I therei"ore sand the Deutschland herewitht 
please return it as soon as you conV6riicntly can. • • • 
It seems that triolets and rondela and rondenus and 
chants roya1 and what not and anYthing but 
serving God are all the fashion. 22 
ho weeks l.ater Hopkins dispatched another letter to his friend,. 
Arter explaining the principle of sprung rhythm, he. writes'* 
'M:f versa is less to be read than heard, as 
I have told you before; it is oratorical, th.at 
is the rhytlm is so. I think if you will study 
what I have here said you will be much more pleased 
tti th it end may I say? converted to it. 
You ask may you call it •presunptioua juggler.rt. 
No1 but only for this reasont that w:e~ious is 
not English. · 
I cannot think or altering ~hing. Why ehd. 
!'l I do not write for the public. You are my 
public and I hope to convert; you. 
You say you w. not for any money read '¥lr:f poem 
again. Nevertheless I beg you will. Besides 
money, you know, there is lave. It it is obscure 
do not bother yourselt with the meaning but pay 
attention to the best and moat intelligible stanzas, 
as the two last of each parb and the narrative or 
the wreck. 23 
23 Ibid • .t P• 46 • 
-
The £ollcming year, in April, Hopkins is still ruqil.aining "The 
Wreck" to Bridgess 
-57-
The Deutschland would be more generally 
interesting it there were more wreck and lees 
discourse, I know, but still it is an ode and 
not primarily a narrative. 
From notices in the Athenaeum it would appear 
that Gosse, Dobson, and Co. a.re still fumbling 
with trlolets, v.Ulanalles, and what not.24 -
Having failed to convert Bridges to an understanding and . 
appreciation of bis poetry~ Hopkins turned to his new fl"iend1 R. w. Dixon• 
From St. Giles 1s, Oxtord1 this first,, rather humble admonition is sent 
Very Ravel'end and ~ar Sir,-I now send my 
pieces; please return them when done 'With, as 
I have no other copies. It is beat to .read 
the Eurydice .first, which is :ln plain sprung 
rhybhm and will possess you vd th the run o~ 
it. The Deui>schland, earlier written, has more 
variety but leas mastery of the reytlm and 
same of the sonnets are muoh bolder and more 
licentious. ... • • 
! hope you will like them.25 
25Abbott, The .corres;eondence E! Gerard Manlez Hopkins~ 
Richard Watson Dixon, P• 22>. . 
The response was gratifying. A week 1.ater Hopkins received 
the !'oll.ovdng replyt 
Reverend and Yost Dear Sir-I havo your Poems 
and have , read them I cannot say with what 
delight, astonisllil.ent, and admiration. They 
are among the most extraordinary I have read 
and am.azingly.original. •. • 
It seems to me that they ought to be pub-
lished. Can I do anythingt • •• I could veey 
well give an abrupt footnote about your poems, 
·if you thought good ••••. You may think it 
odd for me to propose to introduce you :into 
the year 15401 but I know how to do it. MF 
object would be to awaken public interest and 
expectation in your as yet unpublished poems. • ·• .26 
In response, Hopkins discusses publication. 
It we of course a very great pleasu.re to 
have so bigb an opinion G.."'Cpressed or Dr!' poems 
and by you. 
But for what concerns the notice you k:1ndly 
offer to make ot m• in your forlbccning volume 1 
it would not at all suit me.· For thiS thera are 
several reasons, any one sufficient; but it is 
enough to say now that (1) I have no thought of 
publishin& until all circumstmoes favour, which 
I do not lmow that they ever will, and it eeems 
that one of them shd. be that the suggestion to 
publish shd. come from one of our mm people; 
(2) to allow such a notice would be on my pan 
a sort ot insubordination to or doubledealinc 
with 1113' superiors •••• 
The li£e I lead is liable to many morti-
fications but the \Tant of fame as a poet is the 
least of them.· l could wish, I allow, that 'Bf3' 
pieces could at &OJlle time beocne known in some 
spontaneous 7fay, so to speak, and without '111.:f . 
forcinc.27 
27Ibid., P• 28. 
-
It is suf'ficlf.ent to say that the poem was not published in its 
entirety until 1918• Before leaving it, I would like to point out some 
of the qualities which make it effective, though scaewhat diffic'Ult at 
first sight. 
Since sprung rhythm has already been disou.ssed, it will auf.fice 
to scan one stanza .for the beat. Notice that the first line of the 
opening stanza is "rove over, 11 or continuing, so that the words 
"mastering" of the first line and "God" of the next line carry almost 
as much emphasis as the syllables 'Which mark the rhythm.· 
I \ /--. 
Thou mastering me 
\ I / I 
Go.dl giver or breath and breadJ 
I I I I 
World* s strand, sway ot the sea.} 
I I I 
Lord of living and dead; 
I J I I I 
Thou hast bound bones and veins 1n me, fastened ma nesh; 
I I I I .J 
And after it almost lllr.:1ade1 what with dread, 
I I I I 
Tey doin~: and dost thou touch ne afresh? 
/ / / I I I 
over again I feel thy finger and find thee.28 
An extreme example of monosyllabic feet is the last line of 
stanza ll: 
I I I I \ '\ I 
"The sour\saythelor:tnge,,\and the blear share come." 
It the rhythm sounda odd; complre it to this line fran Milton as scanned 
1zy' Bridges 1 
I I I I I 
"Rocks, caves, lakes, ten.a, bogs, dens and shades or death.n29 
29 Ibid., P• 93. 
-
Notice too, the interior r~e and use or assonance in: caves, lakes, 
shades; fens., dens, death; and rock, bogs1 in Milton's verse. 
When Hopkins writes a polysyllabic line• he applies the principles 
0£ both stress end atreJ31th. He explain5 the .following line troll stanza 
31 in this manner: 
JL tJ v v !f. ti v I.I .J !, "' '-' ! ,; v.J v I 
"Jlinger of a tender oft O of a. feathery delicacy, the breast 
of the" 
The first tl'IO beats are· very strong and 
the more the voice dwells on them the more it 
retches out the strength of the syllables they 
rest uponJ the next t'fro beats are very light 
and escaping, end the last, as •ll as those 
whioh follow in the next line, are of a mean 
strength, such as suits narrative. And so 
throughout let the stress be made to .fetch out 
both the strength of the syllable~ and the 
meaning and tee~g or the worda • .30 
3<lJ:bid., P• 47. 
- . 
The use of s prtm' rhythm is hardly more unusual than the new ways 
1n which Hopkins employed language. All the attributes of Anglo-Saxon 
poets appear conspicuously in his poet171 and all contribute to the 
hei&}ltsned, ecstatic, and passionate feeling. His poetic diction 
avoided many of the pitfalls of the Victorian era, and in spite of its 
oddities and intricacies, it is vigorous, if sol!letimes obscure. While 
avoiding Latin words, which are rare in his poet17,, Hopkins leaned 
heavily on such words as "hie" instead or "baste, h "ghost" instead of 
nsp1rit1 " "la.de" instead o.r "load," and "br.ine" instead of "sea." 
1
'Fettle," "pash, 11 nrive,n "wend1 " and "bole" though good Saxon words, 
were no lon1er part of the vocabulary ot his contemporaries. The pre• 
valence of ilaaeinative compounds, aleo a feature of Anglo-Saxon poetry, 
is to be found frequently in Hopkins• poetry. Stanza 3h has no less than 
nine compounds; Doubled--natured1 heaven-flung, heart-fleshed, maiden• 
furled, Miraole-in-Mary-o.t-.rlame1 llli.d•numbered1 thunde~throne, doans-day, 
hard-hurled.31 
Alliteration, assonance., partial assonance, interior rhyme, and 
consonance add to the complex rh1tbm. Their use intensifies and enriches 
the poetry just as it adds precision to its rea.c:Jing. The first stanza 
of Part II is particularly expressive because of the subl.ety and variety 
of Hopkins' verbal orchestration. 
t1The mok of the Deutsehland" is notable, too, tor the ways in 
which emotion and passion are expressed. The use of oh•s, ah•s, and O•s 
-- -
is frequent. Stanza 2 begins: 
I did say yea 
o a.t lightning and lashed rod; 
Thou heardst me truer than tongue confess 
Thy terror, O Christ, O GodJ 
and further examples may be found in stanzas ·a, 12, 18, 20, 241 291 and 
.31. 
The exclamatory phrase is also used for its affective value. In 
stanza l, there is the question, Rand dost thou touch m.e afresh?" In 
stanza 181 
in stanza 20, 
Ah, touched in your· bower of bone 
Are you1 turned for an exquisite am.art, 
Have youl make words break from me here all alcne1 
Do you1 
(0 Detttschland1 double a desperate namel 
O world wide of its good1 
and as a last example, stanza 25 starts, 
The majeatyl what did she mean? 
Many questions are asked by the ~et~ many have no answers. 
Stanza 3 asks, 1'1\There, where was a, where was. a place?n The poet asks, 
in stanza 2$1 nThe majestyl.what did she mean?11 And then, "Is it love 
in her of the being as her lover had been?" Or is it, "The keener to 
come at the comfort for feeling the C<D.bating keen?" In ceneral.1 it 
seems to make little difference to Hopkins whether he addresses his 
questions to himself, to another, to God, or to a personified object or 
abstraction; whichever form ha uses serves to heighten the emotional 
impact of his language. 
For added effect there are noticeable such techniques as extrema 
\ 
condensation of thought by means of ellipses and by means of punctuation 
instead of connectives. Stanza 14 contains examples of both. 
She drove in the dark to leeward, 
She struok--not a reef or a rook 
But the combs of a smothell' or sand• night drew her 
Dead to the Kentish Knock. 
In an, Peters mentions that in the "Deutschland" he has counted twenty• 
~e colons and twenty-f'our dashes plus numerous exclamation markB • .32 
Any words, which, in the poet's mind, impede the onrush of action, thought, 
or feeling, are omitted.. The conjmction "that" is almost never used, 
and other conjunctions .are extremel.y rare. Prepositions are often lack-
ing, and frequently eve:n a verb is either not expressed at all, or not 
repeated.33 One example of compression in which the verb •8.7 be considered 
lackinl, or at least not repeated. in different ·f oni, is found 1n these 
lines .frolll stanza 24, 
I was under- a root here, I wa.s at rest, 
.And they the prey of the gales. 
In the above lines the meaning is quite clear. The next example offers 
a choice of meaningss 
Let him ride, her pride, in his triumph, despatch and have done 
with his doom there. 
These lines from stanza 28 seem to say, "Let Christ tr&nple or 
override the nun•s pride. 11 But they can also mean, "Let Ohris:t ride in 
his triumph, that is the nun• s pride in Him, that He has the power to 
. ' 
despatch and have done with his doom." Both m.eanings are validJ both 
are to be understood, not one or the other, and both are to be grasped at 
I 
the same time.· The res.son for this is that Hc)pldns1' because ot bis 
tight construction expected full va.lue !or every word or phrase .he wed, 
and the more meanines he could squeeze into his verse. the greater the 
impact. 
In connection with double-duty words and phrases, one notes 
the English love of. play on v.ords, almost pune sometimes" in Hopkins' 
poetry. Re.minding us that there were five nuns on the Deutsebland, 
Stanza 22 be~, 
Fivel the finding and sake 
And cipher of suf'ferinl Christ. 
Mark, the mark is of man• s make 
And the word of it Sacrificed. • • • 
The two meanings of the word: nmark" are ob~ous J used as a verb, the 
first Yark means "observe"J used as a noun, the second mark means "a 
- -
. . . 
visible sign." But are these the ~meanings that strj.ke the reader's 
mind? What of Saint }larkt of John Mark, reputed author of the second' 
book of the New Testament which tells of Jesus• lite? What of the 
nautical meaning of the wordt one of .the knots, bits of 1eather; or 
colored cloth p1aced at intervals on a sounding line to indicate depths 
in .t'athoms? can one ignore these possibilities? In stanza 3 one tinda 
a similar problem in these lines, 
I whirled out wings that spell . 
And fied with a fling or the heart to the heart of the Host. 
Hopkins often uses the word ttspell" in place ot 0 time1 11 but is that all 
he is doing here? "Spelltt also means magical power or irresistible 
' 
influence, to enchant. In Anglo-Saxon "spel" or "spell" is a saying1 
a tale. Is Hopkins eo "enchanted" that "time" that he must "tell1 " 
"spill," or sing the praises of the Lord? And what of ttwhirled11 tor 
"world"? 
Stanza 17 is particularly interesting because ot an implied 
musical pun. The last line reads, 
A prophetess towered in the tumult, a virginal tongue told. 
For a z:isn who wa~ a musician as well as a poet, for a Dla.tt who lived to 
sing the praises of God, it is natural., perhaps, to use the word "virgin-
al" and think of the old musical instrument, and it is not too far-
. . . 
£etched to substitute the word "tolled" for t!told1 !t particular~ when 
the word "towred" is near by to suggest a bel£zy. 
One last example contains a multiple-duty invented word. It 
comes £1".>m the last line in stanza .)1 
Jiaiden could obey so, be a bell to, ring of it, and 
Startle the poor sheep backl is the shipwrack then a harveat1· 
does tempest carry the grain £or thee? 
nshipvr:rack" or course suggests "shipwreck" which brings a harvest of 
souls to God.· But "shipwra.ck" also StJ.,gpests a ship wracked with pain 
and sui".fering. A rack is also the framework which holds a harvest such 
as hay, and eertainJ.a' the ship is a container of a rich harvest. .Another 
meaning, equall.y applicable, ca1es from the Old Norse 1n which 0raok" or 
"wrack" means to be blown by ·the wind. The last meaning is "to draw off 
from the dregs," as in the making of eider. Surely the soulS of the nlttlS 
were drmi to God leaving only the dregs, or the husks. 
Although there is much more to be said of t1The Wreck ot the 
Deutschls.nd1 " I believe that a study of some of the later and shorter 
poems will be more profitable, In my opinion, "The Wreck or the 
Deutschland" is not entirely successful. In many stanzas the meanings are 
' 
forced and obscure, and the alliteration:: and word play are exasperating. 
I do agree with Hopkins, however, that the more one reads the poem, the 
more fascinating and intense it becomes. 
Fran. 18751 when the ~Deutschland" was written, until the end 
of 1878, Hopkins ocmpleted some sixteen poems. In them the same sacra.-
mental view ot nature is expressed, and the same view upheld that God 
must win his creatures to Rim. The same teoluiioal devices are developed 
and elaborated. A religious experience of beauty is the ctlntral motif 
of the poems-all beauty leads to God. ill the aenses are directed to 
an appreciation of His beauty. During this period1 the poetry- of 
Hopkins seams to indicate a personality in balance and in batmony with 
the mrld. 
In 1877 many of Hopkins' best known poems were written, Maey' 
of them seem to be no more than a series of inScapes, but a closer 
reading discloses Hopkins' concem with his fellow man and the socia1 
structure of his day. The "comuniet" letters find their counterpart. 
in one of hie most beaut1£ul poems, "God•s Grandeur." The world, which 
"is charged with the grandeur of God" goes almost unnoticed. because 
Generations have trod, have trod, have trod; 
And all is seared with tradeJ bleared, smeared with 
toil; 
And wears man's smudge and shares manta aellt 
the soil 
Is bare now, nor can foot reel, being shod. 
The squalor and misery accompanying material progress results in the 
loss of vital. sensation-foot cannot feel, "being shod." But there is 
hope, tor nature is never spent; and 
Because the Holy Ghost over the bent 
World broods with wam breast and with ahl 
bright 1d.ngs. 
This sonnet revea1s many examples of the poet's teclmique·. In 
developing the sonnet form, he was always trying new methods, shifting 
the emphasis, lenghtening or shorlening the line, expanding or tightening 
· the musical. and semantic phrase, and experhtenting with new rhythmic 
devices. "God's Grandeur," though in standard rhytm, is counterpointed} 
that is, accent beats are reversed in two feet running. Hopkins marked 
the following lines with twirls1 !/"'1 t tor clarifications 
. e,...--, c..,.,<""> 
The world ia char~ed With the· grandeur of God. • • • 
and, 
~'~ 34 Generations have trod, have ~rod, have trod. • • • 
.34oardner, P• 87. 
Hopkins produced many of his surprising effects w.i.th his use' 
ot rests, or pa.uses, and he did not hesitate to break the rhythm of 
a line at its most sensitive position. In this sonnet we have the 
lines 
It gathers to a greatness, like the ooze ot oil 
Cruahed. Why do men then now not reek his rod? 
We can recognize, too, Il1BJ'.\Y of the mannerisms of the nneutsch• 
' . 
la.ndns alliteration in the seventh line, "smudge," "shares,n "smell," 
and "soil" J repetition ot the word "trodu J;. the question in line 4; the 
use of the colon to replace a conjunction in line 7J and the interjection 
"ahln in the last line. Present too, are the interior rhymes, the 
assonance, the verbal shii'ts--all enhancing the brilliant 1ma1ery. 
UThe Starlight Night,n "Spring1" "The Lantem out ot Doors," 
"Pied Beauty," and "Hurrahing in Harvest" were all written in the same 
year, and al1 sing the beauty of God1 ·of nature. At the same time 
man's spirit is p~obedJ his being :ts laid bareJ his soul is sent search-
ing. 
0£ all the poems written in 18771 Hopkins selected "The Wind-
hover11 as his best, and he dedicated it to Christ, It tells of the 
unseen war in the breast of a humble servant of GodJ it describes 
Hopkins• spiritual conflict and his reconciliation in Christ. Although 
its appeal is immediate, great effort is required for an appreciation ot 
its profound eignii'icance. There are two major interpretations of this 
poems one by Gardner, the other by William F,.mpson, Since I feel that 
Gardner•s is the more plausible, I shall offer it first, 
In the sestet, Hopkins, according to Gardner, holds up for 
critical judgment two conflicting sets of values. One is symbolized 
by the "kingdca of daylight 1 s dauphin, rt the windhover. The other is 
represented by the K.'lngdom or Heaven's "chevalier," Christ. The recon-
ciliation of discordant tendencies in his own personality, the recon• 
ciliation between the claims of thiS life and the claims of the next, 
. ' 
between the value and danger or beauty, between the desire for freedom 
and the desire for stlbjugation, 1a resolwd in "The Windhover." 
nMastery" and the "achieve of" may elicit~ .. admiration, but failure bas 
its own success as exempli.f'ied by Christ•s life. The word "buckle" as 
used in the poem, is crucial to its meanint:t. Gardner suggests thre.e 
possibilities, (l) buckle within; me&.ning discipline, (2) buckle to, 
meaning to 1 abor1 (.3) buckle under,. meaning to sacrifice. A fourth 
meaning which would give aid and comfort to Empson ia d1sregardedi 
buckle, .to bend, warp, or crumple. At a.rq rate, the result of the first 
three meanings or the word is a ttlovelier," "more dangerous" life. 
Juxtaposed are the life o.f spiritual activity and the life of physical 
. 
activity, and to both the poet responds. But thoueh Hopkins might have 
been the poet-knight of chi valr;y, by an act of will he chooses to be 
the plodding, hUt11ble1 servant and soldier of Christ. The life of a 
noopirig windhover, beautiful and terrible in action, cannot compare to 
the disciplined li£e o! the spirit, which is more dangerous since it 
must. fight the powers of evil, and which is more beautiful in its moral 
purpose. And the "blue.-bleak embers,u the remains o! youth and youthtul 
vigor, when they 
Fall, gall themselves, and gash gold-vemilion. 
The crown of gold and the martyr's blood, images of the crucifixion 
suggested by the last words, are the reward for which Hopkins makes the 
sacrifica.35 
35Ibid., pp. 180-184. 
-
Empson, one of the psychological critics, uses "The Windhover" 
as an example or ambiguity because he feels it refiects a state of 
indecision on the part of its author, rather than a reconciliation of 
conflicting desires. 
He points out first that the ttfirett .referred to in the poem may 
be a revei-sion to the i'ire in which Hopld.ns bumt his early work be.fore 
becoming a Jesuit. Confronted by the active physical beauty of the bird, 
Hopkins recognizes that it is the opposity of his life of patient spiritual 
renunciation. The poet cannot decisively judge.which li.fe is superior. 
According to Enpson, the phrase 0 Yy heart in hiding" implies that the 
life of th& Windhover is more dangerous, but the last three lines insist 
that the.life of renunciation should be.th.a more lively. Empson admits 
two meanings of the word "buekle•" Buckle may be a military belt buckle 
which readies the wearer for heroic action, and it may si£lli.fy the buckling 
ot a bicycle wheel which becomes useless, distorted, and incapable of 
action. °Chevalier" personifies either physical or spiritual activity. 
For ~pson this is a clear case ot the Freudian use of opposites, where 
two incompatible• but intensely desired modes of life, are spoken of 
simultaneously in words applying to both. The last line 0£ the poem 
sms up the poet's conflict, and F.mpsonts caee. The "gold" used for the 
halos of saints stands in opposition to the "ca~" and "gall" of their 
self-tortures as they bleed, 11vermillon.u36 
3~'fjllfam Empson1 Seven !}'Pas!!! Ambiguity (London, 1949), 
PP• 225-226., 
In all fairness to Hopld.ns,. Peters points out that the poem was 
not dedicated to Christ until some six years after it was cm.posed, and 
then for the l'eason that it was Hopkins• finest achievement. Consequently 
Peters has no sympathy for those who seek hidden meanings in it; he 
believes it to be simply a reaction to the majestic splendor of the bird 
in motion .. 37 
"The Windhover1" written in a rh1thm. described as Hfa.J.liilg 
paeonic, sprung and outrlding,n is scanned by Gardner as i'ollaws:.38 
38Gardner, PP• 98•99. 
I I I . I 
I caught this morning morning's minion, king• 
I I I 
den of daylight's dauphin' dapple-dmm-drawn Falcon, 
___..,.. 
I 
in his riding 
1 I I I 
or the rolling level underneath him steady air, ·and 
___, 
I 
striding 
I I I / I 
Hieh there 1 how ha rung upon the rein of a wimpling wine 
1 , I / I ' 
In his ecatasyl then oft, off forth on swine; 
I I I I 
As a sk:a.te•s heel sweeps smooth on a bow-bendt the hurl 
I 
and gliding 
/ / I I / 
Rebuffed the big wind. Uy heart in hiding 
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I I I I ..,.-.. I 
Stirred for a bird1--the achieve 0£1 the mastery or the thingl 
I I I / 
Brute beat!ty and valour and act1 oh, a.ir1 pride, plume, here 
I I I I 
Buck.lei A.l.ID the fire that breaks from thee then, a 
I 
billion 
I / / I I 
Times told lovelier, more dangerous, O r;ry chevalier' 
I I I I I 
No wonder of iti sheer plod makes plough down sillion 
I ,'-" /' I I 
Shine, and blue-bleak embers, ah my·doar, 
I I I I 
Fall, gall themselves, and gash gold..-vermiliai. 
Hopkins resorts to a curious expedient when he capitalizes the 
word ttAND• n In the scansion it is considered a slack syllable, but when 
read aloud it must be pronounced with speed and streas. By this means, 
Hopkins enabled a six-stress line to masttU$rada as a pentamater.39 
This poea is notable for its swift succession of independent 
images whioh at"$ related primarily' only by the poetts habit of thought. 
The grace and the sovereignty of the .f'alcon are described in terms of' 
"minion," '~d.a.uphin1 " fffaJ.con," and 11chevalier1 " which are words derived 
from the language of the medievAl French courts atd from the practice of 
the chivalric code. In contrast are the words nsillion,," "sheart 11 
"plod1 " and "ploughttwhich exploit a rich country•English vocabulary. 
The i'uaion of these two .sets of words, the blending of the abstract and 
the actual, the canbination 0£ thought and feeling• all contribute to 
what i8 surely an artistic triumph. 
Between 1879 and the tine Hopldns entered his Tertianship in 
18811 he composed sixteen additional poems. These are not centrally 
concerned with a sacramental view or nature, nor do they chant the 
praises of the Lord as .freely. This group of poems is concemed pr1• 
marlJ.y' with man and with Hopkins' experience as a priest. A greater 
awareness and tenderness is apparent in such poems as "Felix Randall" 
"Brothers," 11Spring and FalJ.1 " and 11At the Wedding March." Many of the 
poems deal with the transience of life, the. passing 0£ beauty, and the 
poetts dedication to God. Included in this group, too, is a. poem entitled 
11Duns Scotus•a Ox.ford11 and one dedicated to the musician "Henry Puroell.n 
But the most self •revealing ot all the poems is "The Leaden Echo and the 
Golden Echo .. " Unlike "The Windhover," it is a long poemJ and two voices, 
the voice of despair and the voice of hops, are quite clear and separate. 
The fusion achieved in the earlier poem has been forgone, perhaps lost, 
and the Golden Echo asks, 
• • • 0 why a.re we so 
haggard at the heart, so care-coiled, care-killed, so faggedt 
so !ashed, so cogged, s~ cmnbered1 
as it seems to reflect Hopkins• awn mood of the time.· The answer to 
despair is still God, but a greater effort is requirad be.fore it can be 
given. 
Between 1882 and 1684 Hopld.ns wrote a few occasional pieces, 
mainly to honor the statue of the Virgin at StonyhUrst1 and to appeal to 
popular taste, but they lack the quality of bis earlier work. 
"Spelt fraa Sibyl's Leaves,." written in 18841 foreshadows the 
nterrible" sonnets of Hopkins' Dublin period. In this poem the fading of 
the dappled daytime world into night becomes the symbol of the time when 
one is .f'aced with two inescapable categoriest 11black, white; rl,ht1 
wrong." And the poet warns, 
• • • ware of a world \-ihere but these two tell, each 
off the otherJ of a rack 
Where, selfwrung, selfstrung, sheathe-and shelterless, thoughts 
against thoughts in groans grind. 
The poems born out of Hopldns 1 suffering and desolation are closely 
associated with his ill health, uncongenial surroundings, and heavy duties, 
and with a period of mental depression and spiritual aridity. "Written 
in blood," the "terrible sonnets" include the following poems as they 
were nurabered by Bridges: 4o, 41, 44, 4.5, 46, 47, 50, 51, 69• 
The poem to which Bridges gave the title, "Carrion Comtort1 " 
Number 40, is one of the most moving and most interesting of Hopkins' 
sonnets, and is typical ot this group. The opening lines are a cry 0£ 
despair, 
Not, !•11 not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on theeJ 
Mot untwist-slack they may- be~thes& last strands of man 
In me or, most weary; cry I can no more. I can; 
- --- ...... -----
But there is one thing le.ft still-hope.. He believes that he is suffer-
ing for a reason. 
Why? That my chai".t" might fiYJ 'l1I;f. grain lie, sheer 
and clear. 
And as the poet and the priest assesses his life, he is reminded of 
what his service to God has meant. 
Nay in all that toil, that ooil; since (seems) I ld.ssed 
the :rod, 
Hand rather; my heart lol lapped strength, stole joy,. 
would laugh, cheer. 
But bis service to God was achieved at great cost, and Hopkins asks, 
Cheer whom though? the hero whose heaven-handling 
nung me, toot trod 
Me? or me that fought him? O which one? is it each 
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one? That nisht, that year . 
Of now done darkness I wretch lay wrestling w1 th (my 
- Godl) my God. . 
·How expressive are the two uses o! the f,IBil9 phrase, "my God, n and what 
tonal values they allowi 
The poem m.mbered L1 offers no hope at all, but death. Beginning 
No worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch ot griet1 
it concludes, 
••• all 
Life death does end .nnd each day dies vdth sleep. 
The third o! tte "terrible sonnetsU describes not oniy the 
poet's spiritual loneliness, but also the loneliness be .feels· in Ireland 
away from his beloved England. 
The ninth and tenth line of the forty-fifth sonnet are t~ 
·agonizing. 
I an. gall, I am. heartburn. God ts most deep decree 
Bitter would have me tastes my taste was me ••• • 
The £orty-sixth sonnet asks tor, 
Patience, hard thingl the hard thing but to pray, 
But bid tar, Patience isl 
In sonnet 47, Hopkins cries out., 
Jq mm heart let. me more have pity onJ let 
Me live to my sad self hereafter ki.nd.1 
Charitable J not live this tormented llind 
With this tormented mind tormenting yet. 
Sonnet 50 is reminiscent oft.he plea of Job. 
Thou art indeed just, Lord,. if I contend 
With theeJ but, sir, so what I plead is just. 
Why do sinners• ways prosper? and why must 
Disappointment all I endeavour end? 
Once more the poet takes measure ot his lite, and ends the poem, 
-15-. 
See, banks and brakes 
Navr, leaved how thickl laced they are again 
with i'retty chervil,· look, and fresh wind shakes 
theaJ birds build-but not I build; no, but strain, 
· Time's eunuch, and not breed one work that wakes. 
Mine, O thou lord of life, send my roots rain. 
Sonnet 511 dedicated to Robert Bridges, is Hopkins' a~tempt to 
explain to his friend his lack of poetic output. 
I want the one rapture or an inspiration. 
O then if in my lagging lines you miss 
The roll, the rise, the carol·,· the creation, 
"Jq winter world, that scarcely breathes that bliss 
Now,. yields,. YoU1 with some sighs, our explanation. 
In tho last of the "terrible sonnets,." Hopldns writes, 
.And J that. die these deaths, that .f'eed this .flame, 
Thah • • • 1n smooth spoons spy lii'e•s masque mirrored: 
tame 
lrty tempests there, my fire and fever fussy. 
Perhaps these sonnets may help to answer the question asked at 
the beginning of this papers Did Hopld.ns• life as a Jesuit destroy the 
poet or enrich the poetry? After the sonnets1 Hopkins wrote few poems. 
In 1886 he wrote only one, and in l.887 he wrote two, "Tom• s Ga.rlmdtt 
and "Harry Ploughman." A !ew additional poems and fragments round out 
Hopkins' works, with the exception of one of his last and greatest poems, 
written during the last year of his life, "That Nature is a Heraclitean 
Fire and of the com!ort of the Resurreotion.n This poem must enter 
into any !inal judgment of his work. In his notes at the end of the 2nd 
edition of Hopld.na' ·poetry, Bridges quotes frcm one of Hopkin.st letters 
to him, dated September 25, 1888. 
Lately I sent. you a sonnet on the Heraoli• 
tean Fire, in which a great deal of early 
Greek philosophical thought was distilled; 
but tho liquor of the distillation did not 
taste very greek.t did it? The affect of 
studying masterpieces is to make me admire 
and do othenrise. So it must be on every 
original artist to some degree, on mo to a 
marked degree. Perhaps then more reading 
would on:cy refine !!! si~ari ty, which is 
not what you want. Note, that the sonnet 
has thNe codas, not two.40 · 
4<13ridges, ed.1 PP• 117-llB. 
The sonnet is also in sprung rhythm,, with many outrides and hurried 
.feet. Because the poem :1.s both a culmination of Hopkins• technique and 
a s\mmi.ng-up of his life1 I offer it in its entirety as a conclusion to 
this chapter. 
Cloud-puffball, tom turts1 tossed pillows f'lamt forth, then 
ohevy on an . air-
buil t thoroughfares heaven-roysterers, in gay-gangs they throng; 
they clitter in marches. . 
Down roughcast1 down dazzling whitewash• wherever an elm 
arohes1 
Shivelights and shadawtackle in long lashes lace, lance, and pair. 
Delightfully the bright wind boisterous ropes, wrestles, beats 
earth bare 
Of yestertempest*a creaseSJ in pool and rut peel parches 
Squandering ooze to squeezed dough, crust, dust; stances, 
starches · 
Squadroned masks and manma.rks treadmire toil there 
Footfretted in it. Million-fueled, nature ts bonfire bums on. 
But quench her bonniest, dearest to her, her olearest•sel.ved spark 
Man, ho1t fast his firedint, his mark on mind, is gonel 
Both a.re in an mfathcmabls, all is in an enormous dark 
Dramed. O pity and indignation! Manahape1 that shone 
Sheer orr, disseveraJ., a star, death blots black outJ nor mark 
Is any of him. at all so stark 
But vastness blurs and time beats level. Enoughl the Resur-
rection, 
A heart;•s-olarlonl Awa:y ¢efts .:aspinf!1 joyless days, dejection. 
Across my fomdering deck shone 
A beacon, an eternal beam. Flesh fade, and mortal trash 
Fall to tho residuary wormJ world's wildfire, leave but asha 
In a .tJ.ash, at a trumpet crash, 
I am. all at once wWit Christ is1 since he was what I am, and 
-11-
This Jack, joke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood, im.1llortal 
diamond, 
Is immortal diamond. 
Chapter VI 
His Influence on Modem Poetry 
In bis love of God, Engl.and, and natural beauty, Hopkins was as 
Victorian as t:J.nY poet of his generation. But because of his tecbiiical 
originality" because he has so much to offer modem poets, be ia 
equally at haue in the twentieth century. Hailed at first by the im.agists, 
he has continued to e;row in stature. The extent of his inflttenoe may be 
gauged by examining the work or his contemporaries and those who followed 
The lyrical. poetry of Robert Bridges is distinguished for its 
delicacy and for the subtleties of its rhythm.th Robert Hillyer,, in his 
•tudy of Bridges't poetcy,, wrote:c 
Both those who admire and those mo dislike 
the poetry of Bridges agree on one pointr that 
technically he was one of the masters of English 
verse. His experiments within the tradition are 
bolder and more inf o:m.ed than most of those out-
side it. • • ·• Starting early with Gerard Manley 
Hopkins and other friends a systematic study of 
what could be done in English meters vd thout • 
bras.king dom the instrument, he explored pos-
sibilities which, though not so obvious'.cy' start-
ling as Hopkins' 11 aprung rliytbn" were subtly' 
quite aa adventurous. His main imJ)Ulse came 
frQ! classical prtP ody; and his early adaptations 
of qua.nti t;r to English metrics have never been 
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equaled. In bis later work, notable in the 'loose 
Alexandrinea' of !E!, Testament of Beji}{, ha com-
bined with this strong quantitat!'ve uenoe an 
element wh.olly derived .from our own ancient verse1 
that is, great liberty in the.nu:aber of s;yllable.s 
within the single line.l . 
lJ..ouis Untermeyer, ed., Modem British Poetrz, (New York; 
1950), pp.47-48. 
lt is not surprising that the close association of Hopkins and 
Bridges should have led to similar experimentations. While it may be 
true that the tradition of ol.d F.ngllsh ve.rae is the ultimate source of 
their inspiration, yet the correspondence of Hopkins and Bridges indi• 
cates that in the matter of rhythm, Hopkins '\Tas the leading spirit, 
Bridges, the aanewhat unwilling follower; Hopkins, tho bold adventurer, 
and Bridges, the cautious, doubtinc, careful refiner. In the !ollorling 
examples, the vigor, vitality, and urgency of llopkinS 1 poetry is lacking, 
but the handling o! the new rhythm is deft, the strangeness and shocking 
oddities are e.l:lm:imated1 and what they la.ck in impact, they make up in 
lucidity mid genteel, old-fashioned charm. That is, if one has never 
read Hopkins with pleasure. 
A Passer-by 
Wither, O splendid ship, t~ white sails crowding, 
Leaning aaross the bosom of the urgent West, 
That £earest nor sea riSing nor sq clouding, 
Wither a:wf1:11 fair rcwer, and what thy Quest?. 
Ahl soon, when Winter baa all our vales opprest, 
When skies are cold and misty 1 and hail is hurling, 
Wilt thou glide on the blue Paoi£ic, or rest 
In a summer haven asleep, thy white sails furling •••• 
London Snow 
When men were all asleep the snow came flying, 
In large white i'l.a.kes falling on the city brown, 
Stealthil)" md perpetually settllna and loosely J;r.lng, 
Bushing the latest traf .t'ic of the droWsy town; 
Deadening, mui'fiing, stifling its mw:murs f'ailinu 
Lazil.1' and incessantly floating down and down.J 
Silently sifting and veiling road, roo.t and railineJ 
Hiding dii'ference, m.a.ld.ng unevenness even, 
Into angles and crevices softly drifting and sailing. 
All night it fell, and when full inches seven 
It lay in the depth o.t its wioompacted lightness, 
The clouds blew 0££ tram a high and frosty heavenJ 
And al.l wok6 earlier for the unaccustomed brightness 
0£ the winter dmrning1 the strange unheavency glares 
The eye marvele~ed at the dazzling 11hiteness; 
The ear hearkened to the stillness of the solemn airJ 
No sound of wheel rmabling nor or foot .t'aJ.l.1ng1 
And the busy morning cries came thin and spare. 
Then boys I heard, as they went to school, callingJ 
They gathered up the crystal manna to freeze 
Their tongues ID.th tasting, their hands with snow•balling; 
Or rioted in a drift, plunging up to the knees,; 
Or peering up .t'rOill under the white-mossed wonder, 
"O look at the trees1" they cried. no look at the trees1" 
With lessened load1 a few carts creak and blunder, 
Following along the white desel'ted way• 
A country company J.ong dispersed asunder• 
When now already the sun, in pa.le display 
Standing by Faults high dome1 spread ;forth bel.ow 
His sparkling beams, and awoke the stir of the day-. 
For now doors open1 and war is waged with the snmtJ 
And trains or somber men, past ta:l.e or number, 
Tread long brown paths• as toward their toil they go: 
But even for them awhile no cares encmber 
Their minds diverted; th~ daily word is unspoken, 
The daily thoughts of labor and sorrow slumber 
At the sight of the beauty that greets tham1 for the charm 
they have broken. 
Hopkins' reaction to these poems is explained in letters to his 
friend. On Februaey 221 18791 Hopkins wrote to Bridges concerning 
~ 
The pieces in sprung rh.vtm-do not quite satisfy 
me. They' do read tentative, experimentalJ I can-
not well say where the thought 1a distorted by 
the measure, but that it is distorted I feel. • • • 
The Passer-by in particular reads not so auch 
like sprung rhythm as that logaoedic dignified• 
doggrel one Tennyson has •played in Baud and · 
since.2 , , 
P• 
71
• 2Abbott, !!!! Letters 2! Gerard Manlez Hopkins l<! Robert Bridses, 
His criticism o! the second poem is more speoi!io~ 
October 26, 1880 
London Snow is a most beautiful and successful 
piece. It is charmingly fresh, I do not know 
what is like. it. The rhytm, as I told you, is 
not quite perfect •• • .., You are certainly less 
at your ease in sprung rhythm. Int.he snow•piece 
this has not been a hindrance however, but perhaps 
has helped it, by making it more original in · · 
diction.. Truth compels, and modesty does not £0~ 
bid, me here to sa:y that this volume has at least 
three real echos ••• of met I do not ruh them 
a\Tay, but they are there. The tanow-.raosaed wonder' 
line recalls 'For though he is under• in the Deutsch• . 
land, '0 look at the trees• the first line nr the Starlight 
sonnet, and •throned behind' again comes from the ; 
Deutschland. • •• It is easy to see why this is: that 
is the longest piece extant in sprung,rhytlml and could 
not help haunting your memory • .3 . 
3Ibid., PP• lll-112. 
-
AJ.though the influence or Hopkins on his contemporaries was 
limited, the influence of Bridges, one of the oldest members of the 
•Georgians•, was not. It is most probable that Bridges• experimentations 
were tha ones echoed in Walter de la Mare•s The Listeners (1912). 
I I . . I . · . I 
"Is there anybody the%$?" said the Traveller, 
Knocking on the moonlit doorJ 
and in Laurence Binyon' s The A:f.rms.ru 
.. -
I I I I J 
Now at last voyaging a .fabulous danin.ion 
Slp:'pass-tng all the measures o.P his ld.nd1 I r •I I "' # He, a£reerider of the undulating silences. 
Haa in himself' begotten.a. new mindJ , / · 
I ' I Made him a companion of the winds of Heaven, travel Jing 
Unpaven st1-eets of cloudy golden snows •••• 4 
4oardnert P• 248. 
Between the publication of Bridges' Shorter Poe.ms (1890) and 
Hopkins• i>oems in 1918, the ima.gists formulated new poetic goals. 
1Free verse• 1 developed naturallY' from the work of Whitman, seemed to 
F,. s. Flint and Ezra Pound, two of the original members of the Imagist 
school, the best means or producing new rhythms to express ne:w moods. 
But there ware iJ!lportant.difi'erences bertween vers libre and sprung 
---
rhytln as used by Hopkins. Hopkins' rbytha is metret the lines are 
measured end the verse patterns are regular. In !act, Louis MacNeioe 
criticized Hopkins £or "tying 'his sp?'l.mg rhythn to an arbitrary nmerioal 
frame," so that every line had a: specific number of :f'eet.S The tendency 
of both rtzythms to tall into prose was counteracted by internal and end 
rhyme, assonance, alliteration, and •sprung• syntax. 
Ezra Pound,. whose first poetry appeared in 19091 believed that 
not enough attention was given to the rhythmic quality ot poetry. In · 
!!:! Townsman; July, 19381 he wrote, 
In £a.ct I em tempted to put it as a brace o.t. 
axioms for all poetry: When tha metre is bad,· 
the language is apt to be poor. When the 
metre is good~ it will almost drive out 
all other de£eacs0? la.nguage.6 
6augh Kenner,~ Poetq .2! !!::,! Pound (Norf'o1kt Conn, n.d.) 1 
PP• 109-JJ.O. · 
As one who helped in the revival of old English alllteratiTe vel'Se1 
Pound experlments with sprung rhythm in his 0 seaf'are:r,." .tram Ripostes 
(1912). 
I I I I 
Bitter breast-cares have T abided, 
I I '7 ' Knam on m;y krisl many a cars•s hold1 , I I --r 
And dire sea-surge,,. and there I oft,, spent 
Narrow ni~watch ni~ the ship's head. • •• 7 
7Ezra Pound, Personae (New York, 1926}1 P• 64. 
With time, however, his rhythmic experiments have far outdistanced those 
of most of his contemporaries. The following lines from "The Returnn 
indicate tho subtleties of cadence and beat.which h~ achieved, but which 
remain within th~ compass of sprung rhythms 
Sae, they retu.m; ah, see the tentative 
Movements., and the slow feet 
The trouble in the paoe and the uncertain 
Wavering'· 
and fran "The Alchemist"s 
Midonz, wi t.h the gold o£ the sun, the leaf or the 
poplar, by the light of the amber, 
W.donz, daughter of the sun, shaft of the tree> 
silver of the leai"1 light of the yellow o£ tho 
amber, 
Midonz1 gift of the God1 gift ot the light, gift of 
the amber 0£ the sun, 
Give light to the m.etai.8· 
Thia poat:ry is so different from Hopkins• that at first 8.IO' resemblance 
seems forced. But the same influences which shaped Hopld.ns• verse, 
were at work on Pot.md'a1 so that tho similarities are strildng, though 
the mood is quite different. In the f'irst example., the accent is on' 
~ \'IOl'de1 "•e'* and nmum" :ln the tiM half of the sentence, mid 
on •see" and 0 tentatiw" in the second halt• Tbs alliteratim of the 
aceeated syllables 10 1n the Hap.ldn$-Old English tradition. The fint 
lJne and the tmt \'«Ord ot the second lll'$ spoken relatively qutokl.Y Md 
an s~ jertw and. unsure in c~rast 'to. the last part of the sen~ 
which is &low nnd liquid•· 
Tbs secO?d otanza frcm ft'l"he ~o i& an exmpls of the 
quantltiltiva beat, 11S$ of repeti\ioi.t, al.literation,, essonance and 
O~CfU tA!doru!. gold, &iftJ and liaht, leaf, tl'eeJ and t.tlO subtlety 
ot :yellou, silver, •tal.J md amber, and da:oghtoJ!• If Pound. seems to 
have gene toot~ in the !ntricaoies ot ~. it 1tt boca.use• .u he 
~-
It also leads, as in tbe onn o.t Hopkins, to $\1$10• Pound.t too, •s 
int.erected Sn musiOt att&."AptGd to 'WZ'ite 1t1 and h1a poet17 shau its 
effeote. 
In au :taUnesa one ohoul.d cons!d$r .rounate tecJ:mlquee, though 
later in date, collateMl with Hopkins' rnthw than derivativn. Bobb 
worl«ld traa the ~ eouroesa Greek choral poetq and old Etlgl.iSh wme. 
Pound• bmMVel'; i8 a lyric pootJ ltopld.nSt 4 dramatic J>OGt• T. S• Eliott 
on th& othGr hand• indebted as ho wna to Pourui1 ta far cloafll" to Uopld.ns 
in that he too is eooentiOl.ly a dramatic poet. Evon their th1nldng ie 
closely related. Hopld.ns stated that h$ detected sprung rhythm, the 
rlwthm of everyday speech• in Shakespeare. _Eliot expands this idea. 
Shakespeare, he wrote, 
was slowly adapting his fom..to eolloquia1 
speech• so 'hllat by the time he wrote 
Anthony and Cleopatra he had devised a 
medium in which everything that any dramatic 
character might have to Stl;f 1 • • • could 
be said with naturalness and beauty.10 
He noted that the later plays moved fraa simpliciW towards elaboration, 
and that Shakespeare experimented "to see how elaborate, haw ~anplieated1 
the muaia could be made without his characters ceasing to be htman 
beings. 1111 Eliot, too, experimented in. the same way. Murder in the 
-----
Cathedral,_ his .first attempt, was new primaril.y in the use ot alliteration 
11 
. . 
and occasional unexpected rhyme. ~ F!!f!l Reunion advanced a .further 
step. Eliot remarked that he hoped "to find a rbyt.hm close to contem-
porary speech; ih which the stresses could be made to come wherever we 
should naturally put them, in uttering the particular phrase on the 
particular oocasion.nl2 What Eliot worked out and whai he employed was, 
as he himself put it1 
• • • a line of varying length and varying 
number o£ syllables, with a caesura and 
three stresses. The caesura and thel stresses 
may come at different places, almost tJ:riy• 
where in the lines the stresses may be close 
together or well separated by light syllableSJ 
the only rule being that there must be one 
stress on one side of the caesura and two on 
the other.l.3 
The dii'ference, and perhaps the only one, to be noted between 
Hopld.ns t sprung reythn and what Eliot worked out was in the. use of the 
caesura. The caesura ia one or the devices used by Hopkins and others 
to avoid monotony of rhytbn. In his Notebook, Hopkins observed that 
0 The more marked the rbyem, whether by quantity OT beat the more need of 
a caesura. to break it. nl.4 
l4Ibid., P• J.44. 
-
In his pageant play, The Rook, it is not surprising that Eliot 
--
could turn out the following lines, lines that might easily be attributed 
to his predecessor. 
Moon light and star light, owl and math light 
Glow-'llorm glowlight on a grassblade.15 
l5aardner, P• 269. 
Herbert Re.ad makes an interesting observation when he po:tnts 
out the similarity of Hopkins and James Joyce in their use of contracted 
similes or metaphors and in the new ean.binations they made of existing 
words.16 · He might also have added that . both extracted parallel meanings . 
16Ibid., P• 263. 
-
from words, rarticula.rly homophones. Both employed archaic words such 
as "inwit;" in place 0£ conscience. Both enjoyed puns and vrord games. 
Both men were musicians, and in Joyce•a 11.Anna. Livia Plurabelle" from 
Finne,~ants ~the intricate musical harmonies of alliteration, assonance, 
and intemal rJ:.tvme are a counterpart 0£ Hopkins• own verse. One observes, 
too, sentences ending with the preposition "o£1 " the abrupt punotua.tion.1 
the poetic stresses and accents. Both poets, too, wrote for the ear~ 
rather than the eye. 
,Can't hear 'With the waters ot. The chittering 
\Taters of. nitterlng bats, fieldmicG ha.wk 
talk. Hol • • • Who were Shem. and Shaun the 
living sons or daughters ofl Night now. Tell 
me; tell me, tell me, ehd Telmetale or stem 
or stone. Beside the rivering waters o! 
hitheJ:"andthithering waters oi'. Night117 
l7James Jeyce, Finnegana ~ (New York, 1939), PP• 21$•216. 
Gardner notices that GerlrudeStein,.. too., has something in CQllmon 
with Hopkins in her use of repetition, sound relations, and the chance 
connections of' sense brought out of homophones. Two pairs of lines a.re 
of'f ered for comparison. The· !'irat example in ea~h pair is by Gertrude 
Stein, the second by Hopk:ins. 
Sweet sweet eweet sweet sweet tea 
Susie Asado, 
Sweet sweet sweet sweet sweet tea 
Susie Asado. 
Susie Asado which is a told tray sure. 
A lean an the shoo this means slips slips hers. • • .1a 
18aardner, P• 267. 
And .frau "The Woodlarkni 
With a sweet joy of a sweet.joy, 
SWeet, of a sweet, of p. sweet joy 
Of' a sweet-a sweat-swaet-joy.19 
In the second pair of lines, the alm.o.st bypnotio fascination cf a 
repetitive thought snd tone pat tam is explored. Frol1 Miss Stein we 
have, 
They do sq.look at it. 
To look at it. They will look at it. They will ssy look 
at it.20 
In "The Golden Eehott we f'ind, 
When the thing we .freely forfeit u kept with fonder a ca.re. 
Fonder a care kept than we could have kept it, kept 
Far with fonder a care (s.nd we, we should have lost it) 
finer• fonde;t 
A ca.re kept.-Vihere kept? Do but tell us where kept, 
Whem.-
Yonder.-21 
T. s. Eliot· uses the same device 1n nAah ~fedneaday,u (1930) where it. is 
eloquent of spiritual desolation and indecision in the manner of a chant 
or dirge. 
Because I do not hope to tum a.gain 
Because I do not hope 
Because I do not hope to turn 
Desiring this man•s gift and that msn•s scope •. • • .22 
During the JO•s, Hopld.ns wa.e 11rediacovered," but as a fighter 
in ·the struggle of the prolotariat. The bird-image• taken .from "The 
Windhover11 made a deep impression on many poets and was adopted by 
Auden and c. Day Lewis as a. Comunistio symbol of revolutionary idealism. 
Auden used it in "The Strings• Excitementtt and Lewis wrote 1n «The 
Magnetic Mountain11 i 
Now to be with yru, elate, unshared 
My kestrel joy 1 O hoverer in the wind 
over the quarry furiously at rest 
Chaired on shoul®rs o! shout:tng wind. 23 
In time, Auden's political ideas and his poetic abilities matured. 
"Look, Stranger, 0 a. dramatic monologue, mes more than a little to 
Hopkins in its rhythm.• alliteration, and its bal.f-rl\Ymea. The first 
stanza is !'ully illustrativet 
Look, strange:r, at this island now 
The leaping light for your delight discovers, 
Stand stable here 
And $ilent be I 
That through the channels of the ear 
May wander like a river 
The srra.ying sound of the sea.24 
24untermeyer1 ed., P• 438. 
ntook1 Strangern shows an advance over earlier work which was more 
!'rankly imitative; 
Me, Ma:rch1 you do w:I. th your movements master and rook 
With wing-whirl• whale-wallow, silent budding of cells25 
25oardner, P• 274. 
Stephen Spender, -.vhose work was published simultaneously in 
this country with Auden• s; pays tribute to "The Vlindhovern in "He Will 
Watch the Hawk"" and, like his friend,. is drawn to the new rhythms. The 
opening lines of his poem ttThe Express"' are scanned by Gardner as follows: 
I JI II I/ I 
After 1:he fi;st power.rul. plain manif~sto, / 
The bl.B£k statement or piStans, without more .fuss 
But glid;ing like a qooen she loAves the station. 26 
then bow unlace, trace 
The £lying blaze, maze of hither 
Thither,, cane go? T1'"Ulnpet dazzles 
Raze the path to the castle gate •• • 27 
Donald Stauffer, who examined the various versions of "Timberline" 
by w. w. Gibson, author of Kestrel Edge (1924) a..'ld other works, discusses 
the creation of the lines: 
rook peace,, rock peace, to grarr 
8 red thrift.a of lichen rust • • • 2 
28nonald A. S't<.."'Uffer1 ttGeneaia1 or The Poet as .Maker1 " in Poets 
at Work (New York, 1948) 1 P• 58. 
--
in which Hopkins' teclmique or canpression is bo~vod with telling 
effect. The words "rock peace" suggest hot oI".ly the Rocky Mountains, 
but also the peace found in their height and isolationJ they suggest 
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piece 0£ rock, or rock formations; and the word nrock11 suggests motion, 
the soothing, tranquil motion of a child rocked in protective anns. 
Stauffer lists the variants which led to the f'inaJ. lines with their 
"sim.ultaneous suggestions of emotion, life and death,. struggle and peace, 
the hard cold penury of the timberline. tt 29 
29Ibid. 
-
(l) Here 1a a rock peace in snow 
• • • .for crows I and conies to nest. 
(2) Here is a rook peace that grmvs dead lichens. 
(3) • ·• • tbrli'ts ot liohon on flint. 
(4) red thrifts of lichen and flint. 
(.$) rust thrifts of lichen, dead. 
And ~ red thrifts of lichen rust.30 · Clearly 1 Gibson is thoroughly 
.familiar with both the t:imberllne of the Rocldes and with Hopkins. 
In 19.32 Monk Gibbon published Seventeen Sonnets nth the 
following dedioationt 
To the Memory 
of . 
Gerard Manley Hopkins 
The influence of whose work 
will be seen in some if not all.31 
31aa:t'dner1 P• 276. 
Tbs first sonnet, called "The Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins," 
' 
opens thus• 
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Incomparable treasure, heart's blood spilt 
Out o! heart•s anguish, high heart, ·all-hoping hearb1 
Child-innocent .. clean heart,. or guile or guilt, 
But heart atonn.-tried1 fire•purged: heaven-chastened • • • 32 
.32Ibid. 
-
Another devotee 0£ Hopldns was Elizabeth Ma.dox Roberts. The 
second stanza of b ~ (1939) has a familiar sound: 
"What is it?" God said, and he set a thing on a.stone. 
Hooted-beak, have-take, swoop-snatch, and swift talk 
0£ a short, crooked claw, and I said, 
"It is the hawk. 8 33 
. .33Arthur Ma.oGillivray, "HOpld.ns and Creative Writing, n in 
Immortal Diamond1 P• 54• 
It is not possible to capture every echo of' Hopldns, but aey 
list would have to include the toll.owing ·poems which apa.n the thirties, 
forties and £1.t'ties: 
"The Falconer of' God" by William Rose Benet (l9lh.} 
rtTbe Poor Man's Pig" by Edmund Blunden {1920) 
"High Fal.con" by Leonie Adams (1929) 
t1Bef'ore the Sea" by Randall Swingler (193.3) 
"A Dray Horse" by "!. u. White (193.3) 
Defore the Brave by Kenneth Patchen (1936) 
''Thes'e Things'' EY Francis Maguire (1937) 
"Poems for my Daughter" and "Valediction to my Contempo:rarl.es" 
by Horace Gregory (1930-1940) 
nstonny Day" by W. R. Rodgers (1941) 
"Seagulls'* by Clive Sansom (1943) 
tf1Jod1£ioation 0£· Landscape" by Robert Penn Warren (1954•1956) 
"Pilots, Man your Planes" by Randall Jarrell. (1955) 
To bring this list more nearly up to date, I shall quote .f:raa three 
.. 
poems written in 1959. The £irst is by Delmore Schwartz,, entitled "A 
Little Morning Music," and it was published in The New Yorker on 
-----, 
April 18, 1959. The 1t.hird stanza beginss 
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The darkened ones turn slight:cy in the faint light of the 
small m.otning, 
Grow gray or glan green-
They are gray and green at once 
Jn the pale cool ot blue light) 
And the poem ends with this lines 
Gazing and blazing,, blessing and possessing all vividness 
and all darkness. 
Poet!'l (November,, 1959) published "Battle PieceH by Ben Belltt. This 
exerpt is from Part v. 
One, with a trident, in the ammoniac 
Dung o£ the stable,, waits for the bluei'ly's epiphany; One 
Turns front a. burnish of water, the millenial 
Barrow that honors a monster; 
And enters a labyrinthJ one, in a havoc ot horses, 
Harrows the world• s rage with his lance's point 
For a. chapel,, a cha.lice, the cannibal kiss of a. brother. 
The title poem of Babette Deutsch•s book, CominG 2£ Age supplies these 
linest 
From that close cave, ld.cld.ng away its rlohes1 
Who, .fighting toward air, who, crying, iCOlileS? 
Coming,, daring it, who abruptly pitches 
Into a dazzle that chills,, a gulf that drums? 
Hopkins' ini'luence is a continuing one, and not only in poetry. 
In l9S9 s;einster1 a. novel by Sylvia Ashton-Warner, was published. Each 
chapter of the novel is headed by a direct quotation from. Hopkins, and 
it is evident that her prose style borrows in its abrup-tness and its 
use of ellipses from the work of the poet. 
Edith Sitwell, poet and critic and one o! the major voices in 
poetry today, came under the influence of Yeats, Hopkins, Wilfred Owen 
and T. s. Eliot. Fran each she borrowed. She cµooses her words not 
mere:cy for their meaning but also f ot' the ~oticna1 effect of their sound. 
' 
Metrical.ly 1 she has on the whole been traditional avoiding the sort of 
trae verae which uses prose rhythm. tbtil reoent:cy- she bas used tradi tia1-
Bl. four-stress or £ive•stress lines of standard English poet?'1• Since 
1940 Miss Sitwell baa taken to using sprung rhythtt, as in the poem called 
The rocks 0£ great dimnonds in the midst 0£ the clear wave • • • 34 
34Arthur Yfa.l.ey1 "A Note on Edith Sitwell•s Poeteyn in A Cele .... 
bration .~ Edith .sitwell, ed. Jose Garcia Villa (New Jersey, I9IiB) 1 P• 85. 
and in "Most Lovely Shade": -
. 
Deep in the dark secret ot the rose • .. · • 3S 
35Ibid. 
-
and in "Green. Song« I 
With the bird-notes ot Doan in the egg, and Fate in the 
bud that is nushed with the world ts i'ever.36 
Although Miss Sitwell uses sprung reythm, she is well mmre or 
the dangers o! blind imitation. Commenting on the influence or Hopkins 
on younger poets, she writest 
They produce exterior and therefore unliving 
rhythm.a, instead of rhythms which live in, under, 
and over• the ~ines. ·Imitations of them have 
resulted, too, in a complete loss of melody, 
arising from falsified, clmey, or two thick vowel• 
schemes, clumsy and huddled•up assonance-pa.tterns1 
useless alliterations, and a meaningless accumu-
lation of lmotted consonants.37 
37Peters1 PP• xii-xiii. 
Louis MaoN'eice, whose own poetey was ini'luenced by Hopld.ns, 
maintains that 
Hopkins' inf'luence on younger poets today has 
oi'ten been unfortunate. A close imitation of 
his manner is dangerous because both his rhytme 
and his syntax were peculiarly appropriate to 
his om unusual circumstances and his own 
tortured but vital porsona.lity.38 
38Ibid.1 P• xiii. 
-
There ia no doubt that .in the hands of inexperienced v1riters a 
close !mi tation or Hopkins is disa.strouth But the same thing might be 
said about a slavish imitation 0£ arr:r well-known, a.rtiot. At the same 
time1 it is not far from the truth to say that every professional poet 
writing in English today is familiar with Hopkins, is influenced by hill. 
either in a. positive way or in a negative way- that is, as Hopkins was 
influenced by otherai be read them nnd did otherwisel T. s. Eliot wrote 
that Hopkins was easily imitated, but not easily adaPtable.39 This state-
.39-r. s. Eliot, ·"Aft,er Strange Oods1 8 Nation, March 231 1946,; 
PP• 347-348. . ' 
ment may have been true in 1946, but it 1s not true today. Sprung rhythm 
is named, mcognized, and in current use. It is standard technique for 
such poets as Marianne Moore, Muriel Rukeyser, Archibald MacLeish, stephen 
Spender, Auden, and even T. s. Eliot. In fact it is peculiarly adapt... 
able to the nervous rhythm or tl1entiet.h century living with its wars, 
ma.chines, and space missiles. In its timing, its abruptness, its violent. 
intensity, its pa.uses and elisions, atid in its repetition, sprung rhy;thm 
has its counterpart in modem musical eompositi:mis and in ttrook and roll. 11 
Chapter VII 
Evaluation 
There are JiU1nY objections to the poetry of Hopkins. Many 
believe that the Kenyon critics overestimated his work. In general his 
critics say that his range was too narrow.; that his poems were more of 
the same rather than sanething new, that there was no development. The~ 
point out that Hopkins was verbose and self •indulgent in his use or 
images. They refer to the peculiarities or some ot his reymes. He is 
said to haVe put too mueb dependence on sound for soundt.e sake. He is 
charged with substituting description to justify emotion, rather than 
using action. His originality is challenged; his sources a.re questioned. 
Even as a. religious poet he is open to criticism. Eliot considers him 
inferior to Villon and Baudelaire, a:Lthough the Jesuits who have written 
about Hopld.ns have come to his def'ence insotar as religious doctrine 
or Hopkins• religious sincerity is open to question. 
In his long poem, Esf!& El! Rime, Karl Shapiro writes1 
Hopldna' influence, on the other hand 
Is actually small, in metric as in belief'. 
Except for such devices as his end-rime, · 
Which hints at the phonology of Greek, 
His impress is not great. The dissonant vowels 
Have caught us, but is it not fortuitous 
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That Hopld.ns and not. F4llily Dickinson 
Is credited with this invention'l The chief 
Value of Hopkins• proeody to our rime 
Lies in a prophecy. Re rorsaw a braak 
In rising l'ilythm1 and stamped the count or ear 
With unmistakable boldness on our minds.l 
lKarl Shapiro, Ess& :?!: fil:!!. {New York, 1945), p. .350. 
That there are glaring faults in Hopldna• tec:ilinique and manner 
is obvious to every reader. Bridges was the first to point out some ot 
them. First, the use of ellipses is eccentric in such lines as "guess 
the beauty (that has) been" and "canfo:i~ (that) serves in a whirlwind." 
Second, inversion as a device to allow tor end rhymes is both olct-
£ashioned and cmbersome. ttFair thy tllng,." "thy creature dear," 
"mighty a master," and the lines of "Spring and Fall," 
Leaves, like the things of man,, you 
Vii.th your £resh thoughts care for, can you? 
are examples of inversion misused. Third, Hopkins f. forced rhymes disturb 
and distract the readers "ccmmunion-boon be on,. 11 11etemal-burn all,-" 
"mgl.and-mingle and•'t "Irish-sire he / Shares" and 11overbend us........end, 
as/-tray.n 
Hopkins' faults must, however, be balanced by his virtues. His 
use of alliteration was masterful.: 'lThou hast bound bones and veins in 
me, fastened me !lesh1 " 0 .reel thy finger and ~ind thee," "drop-ot'-blood-
and-foa.m-dapple" and in poem 63: 
And the sunlight sidl~d1 like dewdrops, like dandled 
diamonds 
Through the sieve of the straw of the plait-. 
The critic T. c. Wilson1 .ccmmenting on poetic diction, praises 
. \ 
Hopkins for his precision of phrase, his extension of the f\m.ctions 
and subject utter of versa to include images frcm contemporar.r lite, 
and for his use o£ the rhythms of eve:r,yday speeoh.2 
2;.{ae0illivray1 in Immortal Diamond, P• 70. 
Helen c. White addas 
He may tey to say too man;r things at once 1 he 
may demand a wider ·span of application than 
the usual reader is accustomed to give, but 
he ha.a the gi:£t of projecting his state of 
mind to the point where it stirs all the 
sensibilities of his reader.3 
The emotional intensity aroused in the Hopldns controversy on the 
part of those who praise him and those who blame him in itself testifies 
to Hopkins' power as a major poet. And when all the critics have had 
their sa:y, the poetry remainsJ it cannot be ignored, forgotten, or 
destroyed. It enriches the world we live in and 1 t will continue to do 
so as long as poetry is writ ten and read. 
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